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SOME tf-BETA AND MELLIN-BARNES INTEGRALS
ON COMPACT LIE GROUPS AND LIE ALGEBRAS

ROBERT A. GUSTAFSON

Abstract. Multidimensional generalizations of beta type integrals of Barnes,

Ramanujan, Askey-Wilson, and others are evaluated. These integrals are ana-

logues of the summation theorems for multilateral hypergeometric series asso-

ciated to the simple Lie algebras of classical type and type G2. Many of these

integrals can also be written as group integrals over a compact Lie group or

conjugation invariant integrals over the corresponding Lie algebra.

1. Introduction

Ramanujan [42] evaluated the following integral:

dtIj — („T(a + t)T(b + t)T(c-t)T(d-t)

[ ' ' T(a + b + c + d-3)

T(a + c- l)T(a + d- l)T(b + c- l)T(b + d - 1)

where a, b, c, d e C and Re(a + b + c + d)>3. There is another integral due

to Barnes [16] which seems related to (1.1),

^- H T(a + it)T(b + it)T(c - it)T(d - it) dt
(12) lnJ~™

K ' ; = Y(a + c)T(a + d)T(b + c)F(b + d)

T(a + b + c + d)

where Re(a, b, c, d) > 0. The integral ( 1.2) is called "Barnes' first lemma" and

is an integral analogue of the Gauss summation theorem. It is also an extension

of the classical beta integral (see [11]). The integrand in (1.2) is the weight

function for a family of orthogonal polynomials called the continuous Hahn
polynomials, which were found by Atakishiyev and Suslov [14] and generalized

by Askey [8] (see also [13]).
Let q be a real number, 0 < q < 1. For any complex number c, define
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[c]oo = [c; q]oo = Y[(l ~cqk)

k=0

and also [c]n = [c^/icq"]^ , for any integer n . For any complex number x,

we will also define qx = exXoèq . Similarly for n £ Z and c £ C, the ordinary

rising factorial is defined by (c)„ = F(c + n)/Y(c).

There is another pair of integrals with a similar relationship to one another

as (1.1) has to (1.2),

.1-3)

h{[iajeu]0o[-iaje-u]00}

LooJ   [-oe^Ul-qe-^oo     dU

logfa-Mfojoo     u    [Q~xajak]c
l<j<k<4

[q-3aia2a3a4]c

where \q~3aia2a^a4\ < 1, and

2tt Jo
[e2W]oo[e 2ie]oo     de^       [aidia-hadoo

Ar. „m   r. „-m M°°     n    [ajak]c
(1.4) ±- /     „ LC    JooLC-i-2—d6 =

n[û^/0]oo[fly?-,'fl]oo Ky<fe<4

;'=i

where |a;| < 1 for 1 < j < 4. The integral (1.4) was first evaluated by Askey

and Wilson [13] and then also by others [7, 28, 29, 32, and 40] using differ-
ent methods. The main reason the Askey-Wilson integral (1.4) has attracted so

much attention is that the integrand is the weight function for a very general

family of orthogonal polynomials in one variable which are called the Askey-
Wilson polynomials [13]. The evaluation of the integral (1.4) together with the

<7-Pfaff-Saalschutz summation theorem were the keys to proving the orthogo-

nality of the Askey-Wilson polynomials [13].
Just as the Askey-Wilson polynomials contain the classical Jacobi polynomials

PJ,a'ß\x) as limiting cases, similarly the integral (1.4) has the classical beta

integral as a limiting case (see [13]). Thus Askey calls the integral (1.4) a "q-
beta integral". There are many one variable ^-extensions of the beta integral,

some of which are discussed in Askey [4-10], in Andrews and Askey [2], and

in Askey and Roy [11].
From another point of view the integral ( 1.4) is closely tied to the theory of

classical basic hypergeometric series in one variable. It is an integral analogue of
the very-well-poised eÇ>s summation theorem. This integral is also a .7-analogue

of a Mellin-Barnes integral (see [47]).

In the present paper multidimensional generalizations of integral (1.2) and

( 1.4) related to compact simple Lie groups and the associated Lie algebras will

be given. The integrals (1.1) and (1.3) will also be generalized (see Theorem

1.6 below). We shall see that one way of roughly describing the relationship

between (1.1) and (1.2) is that both are integral analogues of the 2H2 summa-

tion theorem for bilateral hypergeometric series. Similarly the integrals (1.3)

and (1.4) are both analogues of Bailey's 6% summation theorem for bilateral

basic hypergeometric series.
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We will also mention one other integral which is an analogue of Ramanujan's

i y/i summation theorem

(15) r ^[-a'Ul-bqt-^oo dt =      xWUiq^UJabU
Jo [-^ool-qt-^oo sMnxftaq-^oolbq^ooWoc '

where \a\ < \qx\ < \b~x\. The integral (1.5) was evaluated independently by

Askey and Roy [11], and Thiruvenkatacher and Venkatachaliengar [48] (see

also Gasper [19]) and is an extension of and can be derived from an integral of

Ramanujan [44, p. 182, 45, p. 195]. A multidimensional generalization of (1.5)

will be given in Theorem 1.14 below.
The main object of this paper is to find integral analogues of the summation

theorems [21-23] for very-well-poised hypergeometric series on Lie algebras.

Generally speaking, for each summation theorem we give two distinct integral

analogues. The first will be similar to (1.1), (1.3), or (1.5), and the second will

be similar to (1.2) or (1.4). The first type of integral analogue turns out to be

virtually a direct consequence of the corresponding summation theorem and

is in fact equivalent to it. The proof of the second type of integral analogue

is patterned after Barnes' proof of (1.2) and the Askey-Wilson proof of (1.4).

Roughly speaking, one expands each of the second type of integral as a sum

of series of residues. The series are of the form of a simple factor times an

ordinary or basic very-well-poised hypergeometric series on the corresponding

Lie algebra [22]. These series are summable by the analogue of Bailey's 6^6
summation theorem (or Dougall's 5H5 summation theorem) for the appropriate

Lie algebra [22]. The resulting terms are then combined by means of either an

elliptic function or a trigonometric function identity.

We will also show that the second type of integral analogue can be written

as an integral over the corresponding compact simple Lie group or Lie algebra.

In particular, it follows the results in §10 here that the Askey-Wilson integral

(1.4) can be rewritten as an integral over the group SU(2), the de Branges-

Wilson integral [18, 50] as an integral over the Lie algebra su(2) of 2 x 2 skew-

hermitian matrices with trace 0 and Barnes' first Lemma ( 1.2) as an integral over
u(l), the Lie algebra of 1 x 1 skew-hermitian matrices (i.e. the purely imagi-

nary complex numbers). We will generalize the integral (1.4) to integrals over

the compact classical groups SU(n), SO(2n + 1, E), SO(2n, R), Sp(n), U(n)
and the compact real Lie group of type G2. Similarly we will generalize the

de Branges-Wilson integral to integrals over the corresponding simple Lie alge-

bras. Finally we will generalize Barnes' first Lemma (1.2) to integrals over the

Lie algebra u(n) of n x n skew-hermitian matrices.

By means of the Weyl integration formula (identity (10.1)) and the corre-

sponding formula for Lie algebras (identity (10.13)), these Lie group and Lie

algebra integrals which generalize (1.2), (1.4) and the de Branges-Wilson inte-

gral are shown to be equivalent to integrals over a maximal torus or Cartan

subalgebra respectively. Choosing coordinates for the maximal torus or a ba-

sis for the Cartan subalgebra, these integrals can be written as iterated contour

integrals over the unit circle or imaginary axis respectively. It is in the form

of iterated contour integrals that we actually prove these generalizations of the

integrals (1.2), (1.4) and the de Branges-Wilson integral.

The first main result of this paper is the following generalization of integrals

(1.1) and (1.3),
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Theorem 1.6. Let zx, z2, ... , z„ e C with z¡ - Zj not a real number for all

pairs I < i < j < n . Then (I) for n > 1,

/OO /»

-oo J —

(1.7)

n m + zi + t.-zj-tj)
]<i,j<n

'W_

a°n\±[\\nal + z] + tj)Y(bi-Zj-tj)
i=\ 7=1

í/íl • •   âf/„

rf-l-2«+E(a, + è;))

n+1

n T(al + bJ-l)
',7=1

w/zere Re(E?=i(fli + h)) >2n + l;

(b)for n > 2 let £*=i *. = E"=i '< = °> ̂ «

,»        ,00    n {[a^+l>]oo[biq-^]oo}

L-L'"~ln [,■—-^   *■**-*-'

(1.8)

[<?]
n-l
oo

\<i,j<n

m

qx'n ft «.
¡=i (=i

Il [9-la¡bj]c
,i,j=i

ql-2»m<*ibi)
1=1

w/2^ |?'-2"II!Li(M')|<.i;
(c) for n>2 and ¿?=i h = £"=i «/'= 0, i/ren

(1.9)

F]       r(l+Z, + í;-Z;-í;)
i <•',./<«

■w_

ft {r^i + zj + tjnbi-zj-tj)}
1,7=1

n

/oo /»oo

-oo        »/—

ÚÍÍ1 dt2 ■ ■ -dtn-l

T(l-2n + ^(ai + bi)
;=1

(l - n + £>J f(l -«+ ¿6,)   ft r(a, + ft, - 1)

where Re(Z"=i(a> + b¡)) > 2« - 1 ;
(c) for n > 1 /ei z, + z; «oí be a real number for any pair 1 < i < j < n,
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then

CO /» + CO

/ ■■/J— oo J —oo        J —oo

2n+2   n

n n{[û/«zj+,>]oo[fl/9-^-'>]oo}
1=1  7=1_

Il    [qx+z'+ti-z'-'']oo
1<'.7<"

(1.10) n [íi+"+ti+'^]oo[ffi-"-,'-^-/í]oo) dh--dtn
A<i<j<n

i«]«   n   [«"'flfflyioo
!<-<7<2n+2

,-l-2n
2«+2

n û«i=i

where \q-l~2n \$L\2 a¡\ < 1;

(e) for n > 1 and assumptions as in (d), then

(1.11)
n ni+zi+fi-^-í/)

/»CO /»OO 1^'-/^"

/  7•/—CO •'-
2«+2   «

n n{r(<i/ + ̂  + o)r(«i-^-í;)}
1=1 y=l

{T(l + z/ + t¡ + Zj + tj)Y(l - z¡ - t¡ - Zj - tj)} dt\--dtn

I<i<7'<«

/ 2«+2     \

ri-1-2«+][>,)

~H    rífli + ̂ -i)
l</<7'<2n+2

w«íté> Ke(YJ2Ti2al)>2n+l;

(f) for n = 3 and X^/Li z» = Z¡¿=i *¿ = 0 ^ z< not be a real number for all
i,  1 < i < 3, ¿«e«

OO        /»OO

/CO        /»

-oo J —

(1.12)

ft ft [tf.tf^Utf.tf-^loodti dt2
1=1 7=1_

n [<7i+z'+i'-z^]oo nite'+'^u«1-^-^!»}
\<i,j<n 7=1

[?] <r3 n a«
1=1 oo 1<'<7<4 l<i</<fc<4

<T7 It a]
i=\

n [ûi]oo
oo '=1

where \q~7 nt=i a?l < 1 ;
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(g) With assumptions of(f)

;i.i3)

r»oo     /.oo   l&J£n
1^7

n   r(i + zí +1, - zj - tj) n r(i + zj + tj)Y(i-zj- tj)

/oo    pc

-oo J — t

7=1

ft ftíT^ + z^ + ̂ r^-zj-/,)}
í=l ;=1

r(-7 + 2¿a,)ftr(a,)
V 1=1    / í=i

Idtidti

rís+ta)     F]    T(at + aj-l)      U      T(at +aj + ak-2)
\ i=\      /  l</<7<4 \<i<j<k<4

where 2Re(S?=ifl¿) >7-

We will also prove the following generalization of integral (1.5):

Theorem 1.14. For n > I, let a,, b¡, z, e C for 1 < i < n with z, - Zj not a

real number for all pairs 1 < i < j <n . Let x £ C and z = £"=i z¿. 77z.?«

(1.15)

OO /-OO

/ -7JO Jo

(=1
ni/)    n {[aiO^Zj]oo[íOií7^-zj]co}

¡',7=1

-Ut,
L    i=l

-? n t-¡=i
n [í.í-y+z'-z>]c

oo l<'J<n

(log^-T-WUtf'-^cc  u [a.bjl
¿,7=1

[q]io " sin(nx) ,1— n+z—x EU
i=l

-qx~* n ¿i
(=1

w/zere

qXn\[ai

i=i

< r <
i=i

yôr convergence and we take a limit of the right-hand side when x is an integer.

The present paper is divided as follows. Section 2 of this paper is devoted

to the proof of Theorem 1.6. Note that identity (1.1) is the n - 1 case of
identity (1.7), identity (1.3) is equivalent to the n — 2 case of (1.8) and iden-

tity (1.5) is the « = 1 case of (1.15). We prove in §3 Theorem 1.14 and in
§4 an extension of Theorem 1.6. In §5 we prove a generalization of Barnes'

first Lemma (1.2) associated to u(n), the Lie algebra of U(n) for « > 1. We

also prove a partial (q - 0)   ^-analogue of this result. In §6 we prove a gen-
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eralization of the Askey-Wilson integral (1.4) for the group SU(n), « > 2.

In §7 a generalization of the Askey-Wilson integral for the compact symplectic

group Sp(n), n > 1, is proved. By specializing parameters we also prove the

corresponding integrals for the special orthogonal groups SO(2n + 1, E) and

SO(2n, E), n > 1 . In §8 an analogue of the Askey-Wilson integral is proved

for the compact Lie group Gi. In §9 we discuss the Mellin-Barnes integrals

associated to the corresponding Lie algebras. In §10 we give some Lie group

and Lie algebra integral formulations of the previous results. Finally in § 11 we

give a family of related integral evaluations obtained by an application of the

Weyl denominator formula (following Macdonald [35]).

As far as future applications of these results, the most obvious is to look
for multivariate analogues of the Askey-Wilson orthogonal polynomials and the

continuous Hahn polynomials, which should be orthogonal with respect to a

weight function which is an integrand for some integral here. For the Lie algebra

su(n), multivariate Racah polynomials which are orthogonal with respect to a

discrete measure have been found [20]. It is likely there should also be related

polynomials orthogonal with respect to a continuous measure (or mixed discrete
and continuous measure). There are probably ^-analogues as well.

These integrals have also been used to evaluate a family of integrals [24]

which are related to Selberg's beta integral [46]. In particular using the general-

ization of the Askey-Wilson integral for Sp(n) one is able to prove a ö-analogue

of Selberg's integral [24]. By appropriate specializations of this g-Selberg in-

tegral one can prove the o-Macdonald-Morris root system conjectures [35, 39]

for all affine root systems of classical type including BCn (see also Kadell [31]).

Finally, there is an important question left unanswered by this paper. We

have provided many examples to show that classical Mellin-Barnes and beta

type integral evaluations can be extended to multivariate integrals associated
to various Lie groups and Lie algebras. However, we have failed to give a

satisfactory group representation theoretic explanation for these integrals. They

are natural extensions of important one variable integrals. Why are they natural

objects from a group theory point of view? An answer to this question could
yield significant applications of these integrals.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.6

Let f(zi + ti, z2 + t2, ... , zn + t„) denote the integrand and F denote the
corresponding right-hand side for each of the integral identities ( 1.7)—( 1.13).

After some elementary computation we can rewrite several of the summation

theorems for multilateral hypergeometric series associated to various Lie alge-
bras

oo

(2.1)                      Yl      f(zi+yi,z2 + y2,...,zn+yn) = F.
y\.y*=-<x>

The summation theorems [21, Theorem 1.11, 22, Theorem 5.1 and 22, Theorem

8.2] can be rewritten as (2.1 ) where / and F are given in identities ( 1.7), (1.10)

and (1.11) respectively. As an illustration of how the summation theorems can

be rewritten as (2.1), consider [22, Theorem 5.1]. With a simple change of

notation we have
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(2.2)

Now

(2.3)

R. A. GUSTAFSON

,y„=-oo k (=i vV| ,...,y„ = -oo

n
\<i<j<n

(1 _ q*i+y¡-zj-yj)(\ _ qzi+yt+zj+yi)

(1 -qz'~zj)(l -qz'+zJ)

'    [qa-xqzK]yk[q"7la-Zk}-yk

[an+i+iq^]yk[an+i+iq-zk]-yknn
i=l k=\

2n+\

[Qfoo  il [q-xaiaj]c
•',7=1

u    {[QX+2'-Zj]oo[qx+z-2']oo[ql+z'+^]oo[qx-z'-Zj]oo}

l<i<j<n

2n+2   n

n n{[«i^]oo[^-z*]co}
i=l  k=\

IlU^'Utf'-^W.
;=1

2^i=1("+1-,)y, TT ( l    q

i=i
n ^ ,2z,

n
1 <i<j<n

(1 _ gz.+y.-z-yj^i _ ^z.+yz+zy+y,)

(1 - qz'-2J)(l - q*i+zJ)

{[qX+2z')2yk[qX-2z']-2ykq2z'-2{z'+y')2}

1=1

II   {[«l+z,-z%i-y1)til-Zi+Z%1-y.)

\<i<j<n

■[qX+z-+z%,+yJ)lql-z'-2']-(y,+yJ)

.qj{(zi-Zj)2+(Zi+Zj)2-(z,+yj-Zj-y,f-(z,+y¡+Zj+yj)2}\

n+l   n

and

(2.4)
i=i fe=i

Observe that for (ui, ... , un) £ C we have

n um><«wr«u. - n n ̂ -^.^i,,
n+l   n

nn
i=l fc=l

gKzfc+J^-z2.}

¿2M2 + ^      E     {("i-"7')2 + ("/ + "7)2} = (" + l)¿"?-
1 = 1 i<í<;<« i=i

_2

Setting Ui = Zi or z¡ + y¡,  I < i < n, it follows that the qz¡  and gta+J'')

factors will cancel in the product of the expression on the right-hand side of
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(2.3) with the right-hand side of (2.3) with the right-hand side of (2.4). Hence
the left-hand of equation (2.2) equals

£
y.,yn=-oo

(2.5)

n[ql+2z%k[ql-2z']-2yk
1=1_

2/1+2   n

n n[ûtfrtkl*/?-**]-»
L   1=1  k=\

•    u   W<lUz'-z%1-y1My'Zi+Z%1-y¡)

\<i<j<n

[qx+z'+z%l+y])[qX-Zi-z'Uyr ■yj)

Substitute (2.3) into (2.2) and multiply both sides of equation (2.3) by

2«+2   n

n n{[tfi<7z*]oo[tf,<rz*]oo}
_i=l k=\_

u       {[^1 + Z'-Zj]co[í1+Z^Z']oo[91 + Z'+^]oo[í1-Z^Z^]co}
1 <i<j<n

-fl{[qX+2Zl]oc[ql-2z']oo}-x.

í=i

The result is

y\,...,y„=-oo

( 2n+2   n

u   \~[({WZk+n}oo[aiq-z^]oo)
i=i fc=i_

n([i.+2z,+2,j]oo[^l-2z,-2y/]oo)
i'=l

• n {[ql+z'+y¡-z'-yrJ[qx+z'+y'-z'-yrJ
\<i<j<n

(2.6)
[ql+*'-yr+*j+yj]^[qi-*i-yi-*j-yj] -zi—yn—1>

OO   i

2/1+1

[q]noo  II [«-'fl/fl^c
'■7=1

a ■\-2n n«.i=i
Identity (2.6) is the same as identity (2.1) where / and F are given in (1.10).

In general the summation formulas for multilateral basic hypergeometric se-

ries can be rewritten in a similar way where the power of q factors can be

shown to cancel by using identities (3.8), (3.9) and condition (3.5) from [22].
The summation formulas for the multilateral ordinary hypergeometric series can

also be rewritten similarly and there is no problem with power of q factors.
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We will also consider the sum
CO

(2.7) J]       f(zi+yi, z2 + y2, ... , zn+yn) = F.
yu...,y„=-oo
yi+-+y*=o

Then the summation theorems [21, Theorem 1.15, 21, Theorem 1.13, 23, The-
orem 1.1 and equation (2.28) and 23, Theorem 1.7 and equation (2.28)] can be

rewritten as (2) where / and F are given in identities (1.8), (1.9), (1.12), and

(1.13) respectively. The convergence conditions for each of these sums repre-

sented by equations (2.1) and (2.7) are identical to the conditions stated for the

integral identities (1.7)—(1.13).
Now substitute z, +1¡ in place of z, for 1 < i < n in equation (2.1). Then

integrate both sides of (2.1) with respect to the variables t¡,  1 < i < n :

/•l /-I oo

/   ••■/        E      f(zi + ti+yi,... ,zn + tn+yn)dti---dtn
(2.8) y,,...,y„=-oo

= [■■■[ Fdti-dt„=F.
Jo      Jo

The left-hand side of (2.8) equals

i-l+y„   /»l+y„-, /»1+y.

E       /       / •••/      f(zi+ti,...,z„ + tn)dti---dn

/CO /»OO••• /    f(zi + ti,..., z„ + tn)dti---dtn.
-OO J —oo

We then obtain the result

/OO /»CO•■• /    f(zi + ti,...,zn + t„)dti---dt„ = F
-OO J — oo

where the convergence of the integral in (2.9) follows from the absolute conver-

gence of the series on the left-hand side of (2.1). By a similar argument for /

and F satisfying (2.7), we can integrate (2.7) to show that

(2.10) /OO /»OO• • • /     f(zi + ti, ... , z„ +1„) dt\ ■ ■ ■ dt„-i = F
-OO J — oo

where £"_, z, = £"_, /, = 0. This completes the proof of the identities (1.7)-

(1.13) and Theorem 1.6.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.14

For « = 1 there are several proofs of identity (1.15) (see [11, 48 and 19]).

We will assume that « > 1. With notation and assumptions as in Theorem

1.14 and u£C, define

f(zi, ... , z„; u)

ft {[aiqzJ]oo[qbiq-z>]oo}

(3.1) =,_±Jzl_

qzu ft b~
i=i

n

qx-zu~x F] h
i=i

u    [qx+z>-z']c
oo l<i,7<«
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We can rewrite the U(n) generalization of Ramanujan's 11/1 summation the-
orem [21, Theorem 1.17] (see also [37]),

E      f(zi+yi, z2+y2,... ,z„+yn;u)
y.yn=-co

(3.2) [q]lo  II [a¡bj]c
1,7=1

["]c ?>-*ii-> n(a«A-;
i=i

= F

where I«?1 "IlLi(a'^')l < l"l < 1 for convergence. If we replace u by wt> with
v £ C, we may also write the U(n)   i t//i sum as

E      f(zi+yi, ■■■ , zn+yn;u)v>
y¡ ,...,y„=-oo

(3.3) [tJlSo  II [aibj]c
1,7=1

<7zw?; f] fy
i=i

î1-^««)-1 no,-
i=i

[uv]c qx~"(uv)-x Maw
1=1

«zw n ¿r
i=i

«i-z«-in¿i
i=i

where z = £?_, z¡J= E?=i W and I?1"" n"=i(^,)| < |mw| < 1.
Now in (3.3) replace z, by z, + s, for I < i < n and v by qx for some

x e C. Setting s = J%mlSt, multiply both sides by ^ and integrate with

respect to s,■, I < i <n . We obtain

(3.4)
»1 /»l oo

/   '■• /        E      /(zi+Si+)>i,..., zn+xn+yn;u)qx(y+s)dsi---dsn
Jo      Jo „.    T"l_™y, ,... ,y„=-oo

[«ISo  n [aibj]0
1,7=1

i«f !» k1-"-^-1 n(^i)
i=i

...
Jo      Jo

,1—z— j-x„—1w-1 n *«■
!=i

?z+j" n kx
i=i 1=1

dsi •■ -dSn.

Note that the integral on the right-hand side of (3.4) equals

I
, \qz+s+xuY[b-

i=i

,1—z— s—x,,—1"-1 n 6,-
i=i

<7z+í n br
1=1

?i-z-íM-i n ¿,-
i=i

ds.
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The left-hand side of (3.4) equals

• l+y„ /»1+y,

(3.5)

j±^ fL+yn        /-1+yi

22       /       ■•/       f(zi+Si, ... , zn+sn;u)qxsdsi---dsn
. v„=-co Jy»        Jy<y\,... ,y„=-oo

/CO /»OO• • • /    f(zi +si, ... , zn+sn; u)qxsdsi--ds„.
-OO J — oo

Set u = -q z n"=i bi and f, = ^ for 1 < /' < n . Then substituting (3.1) into
the right-hand side of (3.5) we obtain

x-\     „
-i.

.EU II {[aitiqz'}oo[qbitjxq-z1]00}dti---dtn

I f       '=1 ''■/'=1
Jo "Jo    r A.i fníii=i ¡=i

n    [titJXqx+z^]c
oo 1<',7<»

«¥7

(3.6) (lOgte-1))"!«]^   n   M,]c
1,7=1

-<r*~z ft bi
i=i

_^l-«+z-x TJ a.

i=l

JÍ
1  [-«î^looi-tj'-'-^c

■ds.
¡o    [q-s]oo[-qx-s]c

From the identity corresponding to (3.6) for « = 1 with qZl
(1.5), we find that

1 and applying

(3.7)
/'Jo

l-qs+x]oo[-ql-s~x]
ds

n[qx]oo[qx~x]

k      [~qs]oo[-qx-s]oo sinÍTT^tíl^log^-1)'

Substituting (3.7) into (3.6) we obtain identity (1.15). The convergence con-

dition \qx~n n"=i Oil < \qx~zl < I ri/Li V'l now follows from the convergence
condition for the sum (3.3). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.14.

4. Extension of Theorem 1.16

The identities (1.7)—(1.13) and also the x — o case of identity (1.15) can

be extended in a simple way (see [42]). In identities (1.7)—( 1.13) let, as above,

f(zi + ti, ... , zn + tn) denote the integrand on the left-hand side and F the

corresponding right-hand side of these identities. Similarly let f(zi, ... , z„; u)

and F be defined as in §3. Let kx,... ,kn be integers with at least one kj not

equal to zero. With notation and assumptions as in identities (1.7), (1.10) and

(1.11) then we have

(4.1) H ... T e2ni[^kjtj)f(zi + ti,...,zn + tn)dti---dtn = 0.
J—oo        J—oo

To prove (4.1) we rewrite the integral in (4.1) as

/•l /■! ^n °°

...      e2ni{^J-ikjtj)      T      f(Zi+ti+yi,...,zn + tn+yn)dti---dtn

J°       J° y,,...,y„=-oo

= F f ... [le2ni^Uk't')dti---dt„ = 0
Jo      Jo
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since some kj is nonzero.  With notations and assumptions as in §3 we can

similarly show that

/OO /»OO r-vR

. . .   /       e^*U=i k^f(zi +Si,...,Zn+Sn)dSi--- ds„
-oo        J—oo

where at least one kj is nonzero. With notations and assumptions as in (1.8),

(1.9), (1.12), and (1.13) we can also show that

(4.3)        i°° ... r e2ni{^kih)f(zi + ti,...,zn + tn)dti---dtn-y = 0
J—oo        J—oo

where at least one kj is not zero for 1 < j < n — 1.

5. A u(n) generalization of Barnes' first lemma

In this section, we shall prove a generalization of Barnes' first lemma, which

is an integral analogue of the Gauss summation theorem. The proof here is

a generalization of Barnes' proof in one dimension given in Bailey [15]. The

proof goes as follows: We expand the integral as a sum of several multiple

series of residues of the poles. Each of these multiple series can be summed by
means of Milne's U(n) generalization of the Gauss summation theorem [38].

We are then left with a sum of several ratios of gamma functions. Finally, a

trigonometric identity is used to combine this sum into a single ratio of gamma

functions.

At the end of this section we prove a partial ^-analogue (after setting q = o)

of Theorem 5.1. It generalizes a result of Li and Soto-Andrade [33] (see also

[10]).
The main result in this section is the following:

Theorem 5.1. For n > I, let ai, ... , a„+1, ßi, ... , ßn+i £ C and assume that

atj + ßj is not a negative integer or zero for all I < i, j < n + 1. Then we have

U ft r(a¿ - Zj)T(ßi + Zj) dzi--- dzn
l

1 /»loo /»loo    "   ;

-1— ...   I !=LL
-ill)    J—ioo        J—ioo(2*/)« J-ioo  j-ioo n nzi-zj)

1<.,7'<«

n+\

n\   n   r{ai + ßj)
=       *:,7=1_

r(£K+ /?,))

where the contours of integration are deformed so as to separate the sequences

of poles going to the right {a¡ + k\l<i<n + l, fc = 0,l,2,...} from the
sequences of poles going to the left {-ßi -k \ I < i < n + l, k = 0, 1,2,...}.

Proof. Let us begin by assuming that Re(a,) > 0 and Re(/?,) > 0 for all 1 <

/' < «+1, that Re(£"=/(a,:+#)) < 1 and that a, ^ atj+k for 1 < /', j < n+\,
i / j, and any integer k . We will remove these assumptions at the end of the
proof.
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Recall Stirling's formula

Y(c + z) = V2üzc+Z'^e-Z(l + 0(1/z))

as z —» oo in the region | arg(z)| < 6 , 0 < 6 < n , where c, z £ C. We also

have the identity

r(z)T(l - z) = n/ ún(nz)

and

|sin(nz)| = 0(e7[|Imz|).

The integrand F on the left-hand side of equation (5.2) can be rewritten as

[Zi - Zj)F=n 5  n
1 <l</</¡

(5 3) n+\   n        r,a  ^      , il       Sin(7l(z; - Z,))
{     ' TT TT    r(A + z>)_i<•<;<"_

1111 HI -a, + z,) «+i «
!=1 >=1 J  HI - a¡ + Zj) n n sin(Ä(a/ - zj))

1=1 7 = 1

Using Vandermonde determinant,

J]     (Zi~Zj)=  £sgn {n)zn-l)Zn-2...z0{n}

\<i<j<n 7t€S„

where sgn(re) is the sign of the permutation n £ Sn , and if we suppose that

\a¡ - Zj - k\ > e for all integers k and 1 </'<«+ 1, 1 < j < n, and e > 0,
then we have that

(5.4) \F\ < A I J! \Zj\2HSa'+^-2e-lx^mz^ J ,

for some constant A > 0 as Zj -> oo in the region | arg(z;)| < 6 , 0 < 8 < n,

for j = 1, ... , n. A consequence of inequality (5.4) is the integral on the

left-hand side of equation (5.2) converges absolutely.

For any real number r, let Cr be the line parallel to the imaginary axis going

from r - /oo to r + /'oo . Assume that no poles of the integrand F lie on the

contour Cr (for any variable z¡, 1 < j < n). The integral on the left-hand

side of equation (5.2) can be rewritten as

-rz—r— /      F dzi---dzn

= ^-^4- /        Fdzi--dz„,
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where we have used Fubini's theorem and the symmetry of the integrand F

with respect to permutation of the variables z¡,  1 < j < n .

Now let N be a positive integer and Sn+i be the set of permutations of the

set 1, 2,...,« + 1 . Using Cauchy's theorem and identity (5.5), we rewrite the

integral on the left-hand side of (5.2) as

(5.6)

n n r(Ä+a»(j))i(tti-«<i(j))
i=i j=\

ct65„+l
n     r(a<r(i) - aaU))T(aaU) - aa{i))

\<i<j<n

N-\ i ,   .. \      / ,   .. \ n+l   n

+

V^ (Q(T(i) + Vi) - i<*o(j) + Y]) JT TT       iß' + a<r(j))y¡

'yt,b^oJ<j<n K(0-^(7)) ¿.{¿i (l-ai + aa(j))yi

yJlLf i Fdzx---dzn

where ] ' means that whenever the factor T(0) occurs in the product it is

replaced by 1. An application of inequality (5.4) shows that the limit as N —> oo

of the expression (5.6) equals the expression

(5.7)
n+l   «

Y[\XT(ßl + aaU))Y(al-aaU))

n+l   n

i=XJ=X_

n     r(a<r(i) - ota(j))F(aa(j) - aa{i))
"""+'      l<i<j<n

V^ TT       (Q<7(i) + y¡) - («(7(7) + yj) TT TT       iß i + a°U))yj      \

' yi,bn=oJ<j<n fo«1 - a^ l\ M (1 - aj + a°^> J '

where the infinite series in (5.7) converge absolutely since 1 > Re(X^"=/ (a/+/?,))

(see [38] or [21]). It follows that the integral on the left-hand side of equation

(5.2) equals expression (5.7).

The series in expression (5.7) can be evaluated by means of Milne's U(n)

generalization of the Gauss summation theorem [38]. We have

(Q<t(i) + yj) - (aa(j) + yj)  yr -pr _       (ßj + Oíg(j))y¡

K(i) - aaU)) Al 11  (l-a¡ + aa,X))yj

(        n+\ \    n

r 1-EK + ßu  n r(i + aa(i) -a„,n+l))
\    i=i / i=i

n+l

imi-ft-^+ii)i=i
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Substituting (5.8) into (5.7) and simplifying, we find that expression (5.7) equals

(n+\ \    n+l

i-5>i+/j,)  n ncti + ßj)
1=1 /   i,j=\

n

n r(l + aa{i) - aa(n+\)Wiaa(n+\) ~ «u(i))

. y ±1-
¿-^i        n+l

°esn+l     nm-ft- a(T(„+1))r(/Ji- + aff(„+1))
i=i

(n+l \    n+l

i-^(ai+Ä-) n r(«i+Ä)
1=1 /   i,j=\

n+l

n sin(7r(A--r-aff(n+1)))

--1 £ -f1-•
<re5n+1 n sin(7r(aff(„+i) - aCT(i)))

¡=i

To complete the proof of Theorem 5.1, we will need the following:

Lemma 5.10. With notation as above we have

n+l

W un(n(ßi + aa(n+i))) ,   „+i \

(5.11) £  -p-= n!sin In^ia + ßi) )■
o€Sn+l n &in(n(aal„+l) - aa(i))) V   i-i /

i=i

Proof. Let // denote the sum on the left-hand side of equation (5.11). The

value of the summand in H is identical for all a £ Sn+i belonging to the coset

of Sn in Sn+i such that o(n + 1) = j, for j = 1,...,« + 1. The order of
each of these cosets in « . Hence we find that

n+l

„+1  n sin(7r(/i/ + aj))

(5-12) " = "!£i+i-•

7=1   n sin(7i(ay- - a,))
i=i

Setting Uj - en'a' and Vj = en^¡ for j - 1,...,« + 1 and where /' = y/-ï,

then we have

n+l

. n+l   TliVjUp-Vj xUp x)

(5-13) ""sE£2/ ¿-'  n+l
p=i n (upUjx -upxuj)

7=1
7#P
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The sum on the right-hand side of equation (5.13) can be evaluated by means

of the following

Lemma 5.14 (Milne [36, Lemma 1.33]). Let x\,..., x„ and yi, ... ,yn be
indeterminates with the y¡ distinct. We then have

(5.15) 1 - XiX2 ■ ■ ■ x„ — 2__,

p=\ iyP - ydi=i
i*P

I ■

By setting Xj = u= 2Vj 2 and yj = u2 for j = I,... , n + I in (5.15), we find

that the right-hand side of equation (5.13) equals

. n+l / n+l

H=YiH(UjVj).[l-ll(UjVj)-
7=1 V 7=1

(5.16)
it <n+\ n+l

= ̂      fl(«y«7) - UiUjVj)
\7=1 7=1

= nisinw (¿(a, + ßj)\ .

-i

This completes the proof of Lemma 5.10.
Now substitute identity (5.11) into the right-hand side of equation (5.9). It

follows that the left-hand side of equation (5.2) equals

(n+l \ n+l /n+l \

1 - 5>i + ßi) J]  Yia' + ßj)n~X Sin7r    Ei«'" + ßd
1=1 / i,;=l \i=l /

/        n+l \   n+l

r i-E(«i + «   n-r(a, + ̂ )
\ i'=l / 1,7=1

= «!-

r(i-E(«« + A))r(E1(a, + A))

«! "ft1 r(a, + ßj)
_        ',7=1_

r (§(«' +A))

This completes the proof of identity (5.2) under the assumptions stated at the

beginning of the proof of Theorem 5.1 we can drop these assumptions by ana-

lytic continuation, thereby finishing the proof of Theorem 5.1.

We now state and prove a partial q-analogue of Theorem 5.1, generalizing a

result of Li and Soto-Andrade [33] in the n - 1 case (see also [11]).
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Theorem 5.17. For n > 1, let max(|a,|, \b¡\) < 1 for 1 </'<« + 1 and C be
the n-fold product of the unit circle traversed in the positive direction. Then

n (i-z,z-i)(i-z;z-1)
dzidz2- --dzn

(5.18)

1 /     !<'<7<n

(2iti)n JCn   "+x".. _,.„     ,     .       zxz2---zn
OIK' -aiZj[)(l-biZj)
i=i j=i

n+l

1 - n a¡bi
1=1

n+l

n (i-aibj)
«',7=1

Proo/. Assume that the a¡ are nonzero and mutually distinct for 1 </'<«+ 1.

By expanding the integral in (5.18) in terms of residues, we find that the left-

hand side of (5.18) equals

(\ -i
n+l

(l-apa-x)Y[(l-bjad
7=1

{5A9) n+l n+l    nO-Mp)

'•7=i p=i no-^Oi=i

Setting x, = üibi and y, = af1, 1 </'<« + 1, in Lemma 5.14, we find that
the r.h.s. of (5.19) equals

n\ (l-"f[ a¡b¡)

ñ+i
Y[{\-aibj)

i, 7=1

By continuity we now drop the assumption that the a, are nonzero and mutually

disjoint. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.17.

6.  A MULTIDIMENSIONAL  (¡"-BETA INTEGRAL

In this section we will prove a multidimensional SU(n) generalization of the

Askey-Wilson of beta type integral [13, Theorem 2.1]. The proof here is largely

modelled on that of Askey and Wilson in the one variable case. The Askey-
Wilson proof has to be modified however due to the more complicated structure

of the series of residues of the integral in several variables. For example, certain
sets of terms in the series of residues are shown to cancel each other. Also a
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more powerful bilateral SU(n) basic hypergeometric series summation theorem

is needed to sum parts of the series of residues.

Theorem 6.1. For n > 2, let a¡, b, £ C and \a¡\, \b¡\ < 1 for !</'<«. Then

(6.2)

(2ni)"-x JCn-

n [ziz-%
l<i,j<n

dzi dz2      dzn.

Il   [diZj X]oo[biZj]oo
«',7=1

z\    z2

ll U(a¡bi)
Li=l

[q]
n-\
CO n«ii=i i=i II [a¡bj]c

oo'.7=1

Zn-\

where T["=l z, = 1 and C" ' is the (« - 1) fold direct product of the unit circle
C traversed in the positive direction.

Proof. For the time being we will assume that  \q\ < T["=i \aib¡\  and a¡ -/

üj, b¡ ¿ bj for I < i ^ j < n. Let A = {ai, ... , a„} and B~x = {¿f1,... , b~x}.

We will also assume that if u = Yi¡=i v¡ where 1 < / < « and v¡ £ A U B~x

(with possible repetitions) then \u\ ^ \q\}' for any j £ Z. For 0 < k < « - 1

let A(/c) be the set of all ô(k) = (Si, ... , S„) such that S¡ = (y¡, o¡) where

y¡ = AllB-x    for I <i<k,

y¡ = z¡   fork<i<n-l,

n-l

(6.3)

j^IK1.
i=i

y;- # y/   for \<j^<k,

1    if y, e 5-1 or yj
<t,- =

7i-\ CA,

either -1 or 1 otherwise for 1 < / < k,

Oi = 1    for k < i < n.

We will denote A(« - 1) by A and ô(n - 1) by ô.

Let C£ be the circle of radius e centered at zero and traversed in the positive

direction. We can choose the radius e so that the denominator of the integrand

in (6.2) does not vanish for |z. | = e , |z,| = 1, 2 < i < n-l. Similarly, we will

later choose e so that the circle Q does not pass through the poles of other

integrands we will consider.
For 0 < k < n - 1, ô(k) £ A(k) and e > 0, let A0¡e(k) be the set of all

(yi, ... ,y„) £Zn suchthat
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y¡ > 0   if l < i < k, y¡ £ A   and   a,■ = 1 ;

i
<7,y, < 0   and       ^y"1«?-^   < 1    if I < i < k and either

7 = 1

y, 6 ß"1    or   a, = -1,

yk > 0   and   e < ly^'l   if y, € A   and   cr*. = 1 ;

okyk   and   e < IT/,1«y,
7=1

< 1 if either yk £ B  x    or   (7¿ = — 1 ;

n-l

y,: = 0   if /c < i <n - 1   and   y„ = - £y..
1=1

Note that if 1 < /' < k and yi, ... , y,c B~x , then the condition | n}=i 7jlq~y'\

< 1 is always satisfied when y, < 0.

For 0 < k < n - 1, S(k) £ A(k) and e > 0, we also define

(6.5) Ss,Ák)= X)

n-l

n*.   n wwh
¡=1      / l<i>i;<n

{yi....,y*)eA,..{k)     T[  '[a,7y7^]oo[¿,yj^]o
',7=1

where n' means the usual product except that if c = q~l for some nonnega-

tive integer /, then the factor [c]oo in the product is replaced by [i_/]/[t?]oo •

The notation 1 < i ^ j < n is an abbreviation for 1 < /', j < n, i ^ j.

Simplifying, we obtain

SS,eik) =

(6.6)

("tí*«)     n    lYi/7j]oo
\i=l      / \<i¿j<n_

n

n' [ai/7j]oo[b¡yj]oo
i,k=l

v- TT     (7iqy,-7jqy¡\  tt    [bkVjhj
2^ 11     l       y _ y.       I   11   roy,/a.iv

where (7¡qyí - 7jqy')/(7i - 7j) is set equal to 1 if y, = y7 and y, = y}> = 0 for

I < i ^ j < n . We will denote lim5¿>e(A:) by ^(fc). Since |?| < n"=i \aibi\,
the series S¿(k) converges absolutely by Lemma 4.22 of [40].

We will now show by induction on k, for 0 < k < « - 1, that

n    [nsj'loo
1 A l<i#7<n flZ] flZ„_|

W^Jc*-*     A   r„_-
(6.7)

n [a.z/  ]co[¿i^]c
1,7=1

(2îr/)-  - je Zl z„_i

¿Zfc+1 ¿Zn-l

<5(/c)£A(A:)
zlt+l Z«-l
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The identity (6.7) is trivially true for k = 0. Suppose identity (6.7) is true for

0<k = l<n-l. We will then show it is true for k = I + I.
Consider the poles of the terms of the series S¿ (I) with respect to the variable

z/+1. The term

\íla)     II   lVi9yi/Vi4yj]oo I I   ft \*ihflyi\«#>iWy>\
\i=l      /  \<i^j<n '      \i,j=\

will have poles at

(1) z/+1 = aqp where a £ A, a ¿ y¡ for 1 < /' < /, and p is a nonnegative
integer;

(2) z/+1 = bqP n"J/+2 h' Uli 77Xq-y' where \zM\ < 1, b £ B, b~x ¿ y,
for I < i < I, and p is a nonnegative integer;

(3) z/+1 = a-xq-" nt/+2 hl n!=, 7iXq-y' where |z/+1| < 1, a £ A , a *
y i for 1 < i < I, and p is a nonnegative integer.

Poles of type 1 correspond to o¡+i = 1 and poles of type 3 to er/+1 = -1.

Note that a pole of type 3 cannot occur if {yx, ... ,y¡} c A.

Applying Cauchy's theorem, it follows that

dzM      dzn_i

5¡F"L-J?.. *m(27tÍ)"-X-! Je»-*-'ultîn, ZM Z"-lS(l)€A(l)

(2xiy-lJ0,-2-iLMË'J'(/)dzl+i      dz„_i

S(l)€A(l) Z'+X Z"   X

+ =^/c._,_,   £.^<<'+1>

dz,+2      dzn.

á(/+i)6A(/+i) z'+2        z" l

Now

(6.8) /     £   ftW^-O
Ce<5(/)6A(/) /+1

as e -> 0. This is because for <5(/) € A(/) , |z/+11 = e, \z¡\ = 1, / + 1 < /' < n ,
the series Ss(l) is bounded in absolute value by a series of the form

(6-9) D      £       £
yi+--+y»=o jres„
li/í+ií^'+'h«

n<"-'-'")""'n.1iÄ

where U> > 0 is a constant, u¡ = y, for 1 < i < /, \q\ < \u¡+i\ < 1, u¡+iqyM =

z/+I, Uj = z¡ for l+l < i < n , Yl1=i M¡ = 1 • and Sn is the symmetric group on

« letters. By Lemma 4.22 of [21] this series converges absolutely and uniformly

in z, for I +1 < i < n. Letting e = eo\q\yi+l for some \q\ < e0 < I, it follows

that \Ss(l)\ -»0 as y/+1 -» oo. Hence

ç (ñ^z¡+l      dzn-i

-'S(^(D Z^x'" Z-xl7li)»-X-! Je-i-,     £,

= (2nkWi i  , ,      £      ̂ /+1>
(ZTt/C) ■'C-»-'i(|+i)(=Al

Identity (6.7) now follows by induction

dz¡+2      dzn-j

Zl+2 z*-i
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Denoting Sg(n - I) by S¿ , the case k = « - 1 of identity (6.7) is simply

n [ziz-x]oo
/¿im i       /        i<'W<"_dzi     flvi _^c

(   '     ^¿-, ft K'i*i Zl '""£*
',7=1

We shall show that some of the S¿ on the right-hand side of equation (6.10)

cancel.

Let 1 < j + 1 < / + 1 < « and ô = (¿i, ... , S„) £ A satisfy

fri.y/}cr'
{yJ+i, ... , y/} c A   with er,- = 1 for j + 1 < /' < /, and y/+1 G t3_1.

Let <*' = (S'y, ... , ô'n) £ A with S¡ = (y[, o\) for 1 < /' < « satisfy

y'i = yi,o'i=Oi   for 1 < / < n, i^j+l, I + 1 ;

y'j+i = 7m . <r'j+i = 1    and   y,'+1 = yi+i, <r/+1 = -1.

Note that S' £ A is of the form

(6.12) W-"^'}Cr'

{y;+2, ... , y¡} c ^   with a[ = I for j+ 2 < i < I,

and

y,'+1e^   withrj/+1 = -1.

There is clearly a one-to-one correspondence between such ô and ô' satisfying

conditions (6.11) and (6.12) respectively.
Examining the conditions (6.4), we see that the set

¿s,o(n- l) = {(yi,y2, ••• ,yn) I (yT(i), yT(i), •■• ,yx(n)) £As,,Q(n- i)}

where t is the transposition (j + I,  I + I) and ô', ô' are as above.  Since

n"r/ ai = - n"^1 a[, it follows from equation (6.6) that

(6.13) Sô = -Sô,.

Therefore in the sum Y,seA $3 > the only terms S¿ not cancelling are for ô £ A

which for some j,  0 < j < n - 1, satisfy

(6.14) {yi,...,7j}cB-x,        {yj+l,...,yn-i}cA,

and o i =1 for all /',   I < i < n .
To evaluate S¿ for ô £ A satisfying conditions (6.14), we will need a SU(n)

generalization of the 6% summation theorem which is proved in [21, Theorem

1.15]
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,1-n n"Theorem 6.15. With \q\ < 1 and \qx~n Ti"=l(di/Ci)\ < 1, we have

y.   n u¡qy' - Ujqyi \  y-r   [CjUk/Uj]n ¡Vk

(6.16)

u¡-Uj     )  *■*■  [d¡uk/Ui]v.y¡,...,y„=-ooi<i<j<n   - '        !      ' i,k=lL   '   kl   'm

yi+--+yn=0

n

tëlrc '    Il   [(diUk)/(CkU¡)]oo       n      [QUi/Uj]c
¡,/c=l l<i¿j<n

qx-"Uidi/Ci]
i=i

*/n«i=i

n   [(t7M/)/(Q«ik)]oo[û?iWfe/M/]c
■J CO ¿,fc=l

1 = 1 J(x

w/z<?r<? Ui ̂  Uj for 1 < /' < j < n, and c¡Uj/u¡ ^ ql and q ' diUj/u¡ ^ q l for

a positive integer I and l < i, j < n .

Setting Ci = biy¡, d¡ = qyi/a¡ and w, = y, for 1 < /' < « and using formula

(6.6), we obtain

[q]V     n    [7i/7j]oo[q7j/7i)c
l<iV;'<n

(6.17)

n  '[ai/7j]oo[bi7j]c
'•7=1

ql n bi
1=1

?/ n a;
i=i

n   [9/(fl«Ô;)]c
co ',7 = 1

q\[(aibi)'x       FI [9/(*i77)]oo[9>'7M)]oo
■    '=1 Joo',7=l

where ô £ A satisfies the conditions (6.14) and n' is defined as in (6.5). For
c £ C we define a(c) = [c]oo[q/c]oo ■ With ô £ A satisfying (6.14), we then

have

ñ(<¡

(6.18)

where

(6.18b) Ts =

[q]Vo \\[ai\a[T\bi)   n  oißibj)     U    a(7i/7j)
i=i    / ij=i l<'W<n

MñvW)   ft 'oiathMbtyj)
Ki=l /  i,7=l

and the product n' means that if c = 1, then the factor o(c) is replaced by

[flflSo-
As a consequence of (6.10), (6.13), (6.14) and (6.18a, b), the proof of identity

(6.2) is reduced to providing the following identity:

(6.19) Tô = n\[q]x-n

when the sum is over all S £ A satisfying (6.14).
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Set U(ai, ... , an, bi, ... , b„) = Y,Ts with the sum over S £ A satisfying

(6.14). Choose some k, 1 < k < « , and fix the variables a¡, i ^ k, and all
bj, 1 < /' < «. Setting ak — eak, then U(eak) = U(ax, ... , a„, bi, ... , bn)

is an elliptic function of the variable ak £ C with periods log# and 2ni.

This can be verified for each term T¿ and hence for the sum. We claim that
U(eak) has at most one a simple pole in each period parallelogram and hence

is independent of the variable ak = eak.
To show this, consider the possible poles of U(eak). They are simple and

there are translates of the following types in each period parallelogram:

(i)   Uliiaibd = l,
(ii)   aiük ' = 1 for i ^ k ,

(m) ̂ ni=,U)npi/_1^(y) = i
where />1, 1 < m(l) < m(2) < • • • < m(l) < n, 1 < p(l) < p(2) < ••• <
p(n - I - 1) < « and p(j) ^ k for all j, I < j < n - I - I. For the poles
of types (ii) and (iii) we will define an involution ô —> ô' on the set of «5 £ A

satisfying (6.14) such that the residues with respect to the variable Ts and 7>

will cancel, ô = (ö\, ... ,6n) and 3' = (S[, ... ,S'„) with S¡ = (y,, er,) and
0¡ - (y'i, o¡) for /' = 1,2,...,«, then we will have o[ = o'2 = ■ ■ ■ = o'n = I

and {y\, 7'2,... ,?'„} = {7\, 72, .••, 7n} at the pole ak = c. If (1 -akxc)~x

will be a factor of Tg,, then (1 - c~xak)~x will be a factor of T¿, and vice

versa. It will then follow that the residues of Ts and Ts< at ak = c will cancel.

Suppose a¡akx = 1 with i ^ k. Then we define the involution ô -> ô' as

follows: If both a¡,ak £ {yi, ... , y„_i} or both a¡,ak i {yx, ... , y„_,} ,
then set ô' = ô. In these cases the residue of T$ at ak = a¡ (with respect to

the variable ak) is zero. If only one of the pair a¿, ak £ {71, ... , 7n-\} , then

simply interchange a¡ and ak , leaving a\ = o'2 = • • • = a'n = 1. For example, if

y¡ = ak and a¡ i yx, ... , y„-i , then define 7) = y¡ for j ± 1, 1 <;'<«- 1,

and set y\ = a¡. We also have y'„ = Y[ï=ii7i)~X ■ Clearly there is a one-to-
one correspondence between such S and ¿'. The residues of T¿ and T¿, at

ak — a¡ with respect to the variable ak cancel. It follows that U(eak) - J2^s

has no poles when ak = a,.

Suppose ak n'=i b~^ Yl"Z'i~l ap(j) = 1 with notation as above. We define

the involution ô -► ô' as follows: If {71, ... , y„-i} t- {ak, b~l{l), ... , b~x{l),

aP(i), ... , aP(„_/_i)}, then set ô' = ô. In this case the residue of T¿ at

ak - n'=i bm(ï) n"=i-1 ap(j) with respect to ak is zero. Now suppose that

{7\, ■ ■ ■ , 7n-\} c {afc,è-(11),...,&-(1/),ap(i),...,ai,(„_/_i)}. If {aj} =

{ak , b~x{l),... , b-]{¡), ap(x),..., ap(„_,_1)}-{y1, ... , y„_i} , then suppose y¡ =

b~x. Define a' by setting y\ = y, for /' # /, 1 < i < n — 1, and y,' =

aj with er[ = •■• = a'n = 1. We also set y'„ = UlZiÍ7¡)~1 ■ If i^-1} =

{ak , b~l{l),..., b-x{l), ap{i),... , ap(n_l_i)}-{7i,..., y„_i} , then suppose y, =

a¡ . Define 5' by setting y- = y, for /' ?¿ /, 1 < j < n — 1, and y\ = bjx with

a{ = ••• = a'„ = 1. Again we set y^ = n^T/W)-1 • ^s before, one verifies
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between such ô and S' and that

the residues of Ts and T¿/ at ak = Yl¡=\ bm(i) ï[jZ\~X ap()) with respect to ak

cancel. It follows that U(eak) has no poles of type (iii).
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We have just shown that the only possible poles of U(eak) in a period

parallelogram is the single simple pole of type (i). Since U(eak) is an ellip-

tic function, then it must be a constant. Hence, U(ai, ... , a„, b\, ... , b„)
is independent of all the variables a¡, 1 < /' < «. In a similar way one

shows that U(ai,... , an, b\, ... , bn) is also independent of all the variables

b¡,  1 < /' < « , and is therefore a constant.

To evaluate the constant U(ai, ... , b„) set a,Z>, = 1 for /' = 1, ... , « - 1.

One then verifies the only Ts which do not vanish are those for which one and

only one member of each pair {a,■, b~x} , 1 </'<«- 1, belongs to the set

{yi, ... , y„_i} . For those ô satisfying this condition and also the conditions

(6.14), T¿ equals the constant [q]1^" . The number of such ô is

n-l

¿("    l)k\(n-l-k)l = nl
k=o v        '

This finishes the proofs of identities (6.19) and (6.2).
By analytic continuation, we can remove the assumptions made at the be-

ginning of the proof of Theorem 6.1. This completes the proof of Theorem

6.1.

7. A GENERALIZATION OF THE ASKEY-WlLSON INTEGRAL

FOR THE SYMPLECTIC GROUPS

In this section we will prove a generalization of the Askey-Wilson integral

for the symplectic group Sp(n). The method of proof is similar to that of
Theorem 6.1 and is modelled on the Askey and Wilson proof in one variable.
We first expand the integral as a sum of several multiple series of residues. These
multiple series are, up to a factor, basic hypergeometric series very-well-posed
on the Lie algebra Sp(n). They are evaluated by means of a generalization

of the 6^6 summation theorem [22]. Using an elliptic function identity, the

resulting sum is then combined into a single quotient of infinite products.
The main result in this section is the following.

Theorem 7.1. For n > I, let a¡ £ C for 1 < /' < 2«+2. Assume that thepairwise
products of {ai, a2, ... , a2n+2} as a multiset (i.e. both a] and a¡aj are con-

sidered among the products) do not belong to the set {q1, j = 0, -I, -2, ...}.
Then

n      [ZiZj]0o[z-XZjX]0o[ZiZJX]0o[Z-XZj]oc
1 t    \<i<j<n_

(2ni)n ¡rn 2n+2 " ,
[     '   JC n  U[aiZj]oo[aiZjx]oo

i=l  ;=1

(7.2) .^u^J-iiiil...^
Z\    z2 z„

«!2M
2n+2

n a«
i=i

[q]"oo       n      [a^jU '
l<K/<2n+2
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where the contour C is the unit circle traversed in the positive direction, but

with suitable deformations to separate the sequences of poles converging to zero

from the sequences of poles diverging to infinity such a contour exists by the
assumptions above.

Proof. Let us begin by assuming that |a,-| < 1 for all 1 < /' < 2« + 2, that

\q\ < inïî"2a»l < ! and that a¡a~x ¿ qk for 1 < *' ̂  ;' < 2« + 2 and any

integer k . We will remove these assumptions at the end of the proof.

For any nonnegative integer N let Cjv be the circle of radius 1^ centered

at zero and traversed in direction. Let

F =

n       [Zi^]co[z,     Zj    ]oo[ZiZj X]oo[Zi  XZj]00  UlzfiooiZj 2]co
!</<7<n_;=1

2n+2   n

n   U[a,Zj]oo[aiZjX]cJoo
1=1 j=\

Then the integral on the left-hand side of (7.2) can be rewritten as

1      Í     Fdzx      dzn

(2ni)n J{Co)„     r,        z„

y   (?)     f ¡        F**L...*h.
trí ilniY J(c0-cNy J(cNy->     zi        zn

(7.3)

where we have used Fubini's theorem and the symmetry of the integrand F

with respect to permutation of the variables z¡, 1 < j < n .
Now let S be the set of all injective mappings n: {1,2,...,

«} -> {1, 2, ... , 2«+2} . For each n £ S choose a subset J(n) c {1, ... , 2«+

2} where the order of J(ri) equals « + 1 and J(n) contains the image of it.
Let J'(n) = {1, ... , 2« + 2} = J(n). Using Cauchy's theorem and identity

(7.3), we rewrite the l.h.s. of (7.2) as

n      [aA(i)aA(7)]co[añ(!)ajra)íoo[ajt(i)u^)]oo[flñ(/)aJr(7)]°o

n€S

l<i<j<n

2n+2   «;

n n [Oianu^oolaia^oo
i=l 7=1

N-l

■ n^(7)ío°K¿)]~ £
7=1 yi,-,yn=o

(7.4)

!<'<7<n

(1 - <h{i)a*u)<ly'+y>)(l - (hioa-^qy-yj)

(I - an(i)a%U))(l - a^a-^)

"  (I-a2   a2y')  "       M  la,a«MaiaxU)]yJ
TT v1      an(j)q     I TT       ieJ'(n)_

M    (!-<))    M   n [qa-'a^j^qa-'a^
i€J(n

+yJ¡Lf      [    ^
j¿ (2aí')b J(c0-Cs)i J(cky->     zi

dz„

Zn
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where n' means that whenever the factor [l]oo occurs in the product it is

replaced by [q]oo.

Now suppose z, £ Ck¡ where the kj are nonnegative integers for 1 < i < n,

then we have z, = u¡qki for u¡£ Co , I <i <n. We find that

F(zi, ... , z„) =

n      ["i";]oo[W,    W,    ]oo[WiW,    ]oo[W,    «,]oo
l<'<7<n

2n+2   n

n  U[aiuj]oo[aiUjl]c
1=1 j=\

■ Y[[u2]oo[Uj 2]co • B(ki, ... ,kn),

7 = 1

where

B(ki,...,kn) = q-ZlJ"+x-^

„    (1 - UiUjqki+k')(l - UiUj xqk' k>)

l<M<n (I - U¡Uj)(l - UiUj1)

n+1

U[atUj\yj[atUj %

n{W^-rr
'-'      Il lQ"-lujlrilga-luJ¡lrj

, i'=n+2

From [22, §2] it follows that the series

Y,       B(ki,...,kn)
k\,...,kn=—oo

is absolutely and uniformly convergent for u, £ Co,   I < i < n . Consequently

we have for 0 < / < « - 1, that

lim sup \F(zi, ... , z„)| = 0,
'V_>00 z,6CoUCjv,l<!</

ZjECu ,l+\<j<n

and hence

n-l      (n
dzi      dz„

N^°°to(2ni)n J(Co-cN)'J(cNr->     zi        zn

Taking the limit of expression (7.4) as N —> oo and applying identity (7.5), we
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find that the l.h.s. of equation (7.2) equals

(7.6)

nes

n      ̂ «(O^C/llooKfljfl.üjlooIfljcíOa^yjloot^íl-ju.íjjle
l<i<j<n

2n+2   n

n E
1=1  7=1

n '[a/ûBt^iooiûi^^ioo

J1^(7)3~K¿)]-   £
7=1 y, ,...,y„=0

g-£>+!-/)»    tt    (! - fl»(«)fl*u)g"+J,0(l - awa^q3»-*)

\<i<j<n il * a»(i)a»(7))(l - fl*(.')a*(J))

JL (1 - alU)q^) JL      tnjatoU)bM'<Çu)Uj

l\ il-<j)^ JLi n tear^^iffor1^]^
iey(7r)

with notation as in (7.4) and where the infinite series converge absolutely since

2n+2

\q\<

i=i

(see [22]).

The infinite series in expression (7.6) can be summed by a generalization of Bai-
ley's 6% summation theorem for basic hypergeometric series very-well-posed
on Sp(n) :

Theorem 7.7 [22, Theorem 5.1]. Let c,,  b¡ £ C for i = 1, ...,«+ 1  and

(zi,...,zn)£C. Suppose \q~n ■ nE/fofa). < 1 • Then

1J„ —-r-V-l       ^yi,-,yn=-oo

n
1<1<7<H

11      (1-02*7)

(1 _ qz'+y¡-zi-yj)(i - qz¡+y¡+zj+y¡)

(1 -qz'~zJ)(l -qz>+zi)

T\filCt9'i]>'[Ctq~'']-y>)
t\tLAbiqz')yj[biq-z']-yjii=i j=\

n+l

(7.8)
[q]noo n [ftiVoioo   n   [«/(^Oooii-'i/^ic

i',7=l l<i<j<n+\

n+l

«-" n ibi/cd
L 1=1 Joo

n      [i1+Z'+Zj]oo[«1-Z'-Zj]oo[?1+Z'-^]oo[9,+Zj-Z']c
\<i<j<n_

n+l   n

n FI [biqz']oo[biq-z>]oo[qc-xqz<]oo[qc-xq-zJ]oo
1=1 7 = 1

•ni«i+2*]«»te,"2*j]«-
7=1
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With notation as above, set

{ci, ... , cn+i} = {a¡ | ig J'(n)}, {bi, ... , bn+x} = {qayx \ i£ J(n)}

and qz' = a„(j) for ;' = 1,...,«. With these substitutions, the (yi, ... , y„)

term in the series on the l.h.s. of (3.8) vanishes whenever y, < 0 for some

j,   1 < J < « • For c £ C, c t¿ 0, define

(7.9) (7(c) = [c]oo[q/c)oo.

Not substituting identity (7.8) into expression (7.6), we find that the l.h.s. of

equation (7.2) equals

(7.10)

where

2n+l

n a«
i=i

n      [aiüjU
l<i<7<2n+2 "^

5>,

(7.11)

[q]noo     n     oiamj) „
T l<i<7<2n+2 T-r     ,   i     .    .   _t ,

a (no,) >=<

n ff(^(/)fl»ü))ff(fl*(!)fl«¿))ff(^(ofl»¿))ff(fl»(l)fl«ü))
l<i<7<n

2n+2   « _

n II oiaiOxwWaia^)
1=1   7 = 1

and the product n' means that if c = 1, then the factor o(c) is replaced by

[q]l-
As a consequence (7.10) and (7.11), the proof of identity (3.2) is reduced to

proving the following identity:

(7.12) Er" = "!2"[C".

The proof of identity (7.12) now proceeds similarly to that of identity (6.19) in

§6. Set

U(ai, a2, ... , a2n+2) = y^Tn.

nes

Choose some k, I < k < 2n + 2, and fix the variables a¡, i ¿ k. Setting
ak = eak, then U(eak) = U(ai, ... , a2n+2) is an elliptic function of the variable

a^eC with periods logg and 2ni. This can be verified for each term Tn and

hence for the sum. We claim that U(eak) has at most one pole, a simple pole
in each period parallelogram and hence is constant in the variable ak and in
ak = eak.
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The possible poles of U(eak) with respect to the variable ak are the following

two types:

(1) eak - ak = qm Yl^ui^k a7l f°r some integer m ;

(2) eak - ak = qma¡ for some integer m and 1 < / < 2« + 2, k ^ I.

Consider the poles of type (2). Since the function U(eak) is elliptic, it is

sufficient to consider only the poles ak = a¡, k ^ I. For each such pole

ak = a¡, we will define an involution n —> n' on the set S. Let n £ S. If both

k, I £ image of n, then define n' = n . Similarly if both k, I d. image of n ,
then define n' = n. If k = n(j) for some j, 1 < j < n, and / £ image of

it, then define the map n' £ S by

n'(i) =
n(i)   for 1 < / < «,  i ^ j ;

I        for /' ̂  ;'.

Finally, if k d. image of n and / = n(j) for some j, 1 < j < n, then define

the map n' £ S by

[ n(i)   for 1 < /<«,  i¿j;
n(l) = S   ,

w     \k       for / = j.

The map n —> it' is clearly an involution of 5". If Tn has a pole at ak = a¡,

then Tni also has a pole at ak = a¡ and the residues of Tn and T^ with

respect to the variable ak cancel at ak = a¡. It follows that U(e°k) has no

poles of type (2).
We have shown that the elliptic function U(eak) has at most one simple

pole in each period parallelogram. Hence U(ai, ... , a2n+2) must be constant

in the variable ak. Since k is arbitrary, 1 < k < 2« + 2, we have that

U(ai, ... , a2n+2) is a constant in ai, ... , a2n+2.

To evaluate the constant U(ai, ... , a2n+2), set a¡an+i = 1 for /' = 1, ... , n .

Let S' be the subset of all n £ S such that one and only one member of each

pair {/,« + /'}, 1 < /' < «, belongs to the image of n. The order of S' is

2"«!. One verifies that Tn = 0 if n $ S' and Tn = [#]-" if n £ S. Therefore
we find that U(a{, ... , a2n+2) = 2"«![<?]-" .

By analytic continuation we may drop the assumptions made at the beginning
of the proof of Theorem 7.1. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1.

Remark 7.13. By specialization of the parameters in identity (7.2), one can

evaluate the corresponding integrals associated to the compact groups

50(2« + 1, R) and 50(2«, E). Recall that for c £ C, we have the identity

Woci-^oolcq^ool-cq^oo = [C2]oc-

Hence, if we set a2„ = -1 , a2n+i = qi and a„2+2 = -<?i in identity (7.2) we

obtain the following

Theorem 7.14 (SO(2n + 1)). For « > 1, let a, e C for 1 < /' < 2« - 1. Assume
that the pairwise products of {ai, a2, ... , a2n-i} as a multiset do not belong to

the set {qi, j = 0, -1, -2,...}. Then
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Il      [Zi^loofz-'z-'loofZ/Z-'jootz-'z^c
1 j      l<i<7<n_

(27T/)" Je»

99

2n-l   n

n   UlaiZj]oo[aiZjX]c
1=1   7 = 1

n" r    ^    r   -h    dz\ dz1       dz"
[Zj)oo[Zj    loo — —- —

7=1

(7.15) «!2"
2n-l

q \~[ ai
1=1

2n-l

[qYoo       II      [aiaj]oo n [-tfi]oo[^o¡]oo[-tf*ai]c
l<i<7<2n-l 1=1

«!2"
2n-l

q n ai
1=1

2n-l

n [a.loo
1=1

2n-l

[qYoo   n   [û/flyioo n K2]oo
l<'<7<2n-l 1=1

w«(?r(? /«<? contour C is the unit circle traversed in the positive direction, but with

suitable deformations to separate the sequence of poles converging to zero from

the sequences of poles diverging to infinity. Note that we have used the identity

[-^]co[^]co[-#]oo = [q ; tf2]co[-<7 ; <7]co = 1 •

If we set û2«-i = 1 m identity (7.15), we obtain the following

Theorem 7.16 (50(2«)). With notation and assumptions similar to the above

and « > 1, then we have

(7.17)
n      [ZiZj]oo[Zi  XZj X]oo[ZiZj X\oo[Zi  XZj]c

j      l</<7<«_

(2niY Jc„
1

«!2n-l

2n-2   n

n n[fl/^]oo[fli^■ ]c
1=1   7=1

■   2n-2

q n ai
1=1

dzi dz2      dz„

z\   z2        z„

2n-2

[q]"oo       II      [atajU n [af]c
!<'<7<2n-2 i=l

Remark 7.18. With notation and assumptions as in Theorem 7.1, if we set q = 0

in identity (7.2), then we obtain the identity

n      (l-ZiZjXl-Z-'zJ^l-ZiZj^l-Z^Zj)
1 f     \<i<j<n_

(2ni)" Jc„ ~

(7.19)

2n+2   n

n  Y\^-aiZj)(l-aiZ-x)
1=1  7=1

/        2n+2     \

,     , . «!2»   1- n at)
TTd-z2)(i-z-2)^^••• ^ =_^_'='   )
M ; ;      *i   ^        z„ n      (1-flW;)

l<i'<7<2n+2
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Setting a2n+2 = -1 in identity (7.19), we obtain the corresponding identity for

50(2«+ 1):

(7.20)

n    (l-ZiZjKl-z-'zJ^l-z.zJ^l-z-'zj)
1 f     l<i<j<n

(2ni)n   lr„ 2n+2   n
{   ] Jc n n(i-a^)(i-^7_1)

,= 1   7 = 1

/        2n+l

«!2« i + n a,
_V      i=i

n     (l-a^o'ffil+a,)
l<'<7<2n+l i=l

The setting û2n+i = 1 m identity (7.20), we obtain the corresponding identity

for 50(2«) ;

(7.21)
n      (l-Z/^Xl-Z-'z-'Xl-ZiZ-'Xl-Z-'z;)

1 f    \<i<j<n

ïnïj" Je»
dzi dz2      dxn

(2ni)n Jc„ ?4  A/1       - _ wi       - _-!> Zl     22 ¿n
nn(i-^)(i-^r1)
1=17=1

«¡2«-1 (i + ft a,-)

n (î-fliay)n(i-fl?)
!<'<7'<2n 1=1

One should compare these identities (7.19)—(7.21) with those found in Lit-
tlewood [34].

Remark 7.22. We finally remark that an integral analog of the summation the-

orem for the multilateral hypergeometric series very-well-poised on the affine

root system B„ [22, Theorem 6.1] can be obtained by setting fl2n+i = q^ and

^2n+2 = -Q1 in identity (7.2). Also by specializing identities (1.10) and (1.11)

one can obtain identities corresponding to the Lie algebras of types Bn and Dn

and the affine root system of type B% . For example, to obtain from (1.10) an

identity corresponding to B„ set <Z2n+2 = q^, Û2n+i = -q2 and <Z2n = -q in

(1.10).

8. AN ANALOGUE OF THE ASKEY-WlLSON INTEGRAL FOR  G2

In this section we will prove an analogue of the Askey-Wilson integral for

the compact Lie group of type O2 . The method of proof is similar to that of

Theorem 6.1. The only real change is that there is a slightly different proof of
the elliptic function identity used at the end.

The main result in this section is the following
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Theorem 8.1. Let ax, a2, <z3, a4 £ C and \a¡\ < I for 1 < /' < 4. Then

(2
— /   -
ni)2 JC2

n [^'^; ]oon[^]oo[2.-]oo
1<<',7'<3 7=1 ,        ,

# dzi dz2

(4.2)

4     3

n nto'^iootûiz, ]c
1=1 7 = 1

Zi      Z2

12 lia2
i=i

4

n[û,]oo
i=i

[q]
4

Li=l
n      [fl/fl;]oo n        [û/Û7fl/k]oo

1<'<7'<4 l<i<7'</c<4

w«i?r(? nLi z' = 1 and C2 ts two-fold direct product of the unit circle C tra-
versed in the positive direction.

Proof. We will assume temporarily that \q\ < n*=i \a2\, a¡ ^ a¡ for 1 < /' ̂
7 < 4, and a, ^ a¡ak for 1 < i, 7, fc < 4 with i, j ,k not necessarily distinct.
Let

/I = {ai, a2, <33, aA}   and   /l-1 = {a~l, ... , aj1}.

For 0 < k < 2, let A(fc) be the set of all ô(k) = (ô{, ô2, ô3) such that
Si = (y,, a i), where

yi£ADA~x   for I <i<k,

y i = Zi   for k < i < 2,

(8.3)
73 = 71 V21»

y, ^ y2   and   yi ^ y2

.        , / 1 if 72 «
*,*-!    and   ^2 = (dtherl

1 if 72 £ A~l or yi g ^,

or -1 otherwise.

We will denote A(2) by A and ¿(2) by S. With this notation, the proof of

Theorem 8.1 begins completely analogously to that of Theorem 6.1. For e > 0,
we define A¿ e(k) exactly as in (6.4). Similarly to (6.5), for Ô £ A we define

5? = 5<5, o(2)

(8.4)

£
(yi,y2,y3)€4s,o(2)

uA n WWII
,= 1     /  i<«/<3

7=1_

4 3

n Yl'[ai7jqyt]oo[qi7-lq-y>]oo
1=17=1

where n' means that whenever the factor [q~']oo occurs in the product for

some nonnegative integer /, then [q~!] is replaced by [q~l]¡[q]oo • Similarly to
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(6.6), after simplication we obtain

(8.5)

(ft*«)     Il    l7l/7j]ooU[7j]oo[7-X]o
\l = l      /   l<iW<3 7 = 1

Ss =

ft ft '[ai7j]oo[ai7jl]oo]

(vi.».Ä)€^..(2)l       V   i-w,    /v   i-yi^    j

fl-7372lqy}-y2\ fl-7iqy,\ fy-7iqyi

1 - 73y2_1      J \   1-71   / V   ! - 73

i-721 / üjLí i«0/ Si >0

Since |(?| < n?=i lfli|2 > the series S¿ converges absolutely (see [23, Theorem 1.1
and expression (2.28)]).

Completely analogously to the proof in §6, we obtain the following identity

similar to equation (6.10):

Il      [ZiZjX]oof\[Zj]oo[zjX]oo,        ,
,Q Ax 1      /    1^'^'^3_J=1 _dzidzi     ^

(8"6) (27r7pyc2-T-T-;-zTzT = £   &-

1=17 = 1

As in §6, we shall show that some of the S¿ cancel in the sum ¿~2âeA 5$.

Let ö = (¿i , ô2, ô-i) e A satisfy

(8.7) 7iG-4,     72 £ A~x    and   Oi=a2 = l.

Let S' = (ô[ ,ô'2,ô'i)£A with S[ = (y[, o¡) for 1 < i < 3 satisfy y', = y2,

y'2 = y. , cr. = 1 and o2 = -I . Note that ô' £ A satisfies

(8.8) y'iG^-1,     y'2£A,Oi = l    and   o2 = -1.

There is clearly a one-to-one correspondence between such ô and ô' satisfying

conditions (8.7) and (8.8) respectively.

As in §6, we see that

45,o(2) = {(yi,y2,y3) I (y2.y1.y3) 6^,0(2)}

with 5,6' as above. Since er1er2 = -a[a2 > it follows from equation (8.5) that

(8.9) Sô = -Sê..

Therefore in the sum Y,SeA ̂ > the only terms 5,5 not cancelling are for S £ A

which satisfy

(8.10) Oi = 1 for 1 < /' < 3 and if y- G A , then y2 £ A .

To evaluate Sg for S £ A satisfying conditions (8.10), we will need a G2

analogue of the 6(//6 summation theorem which is proved in [23, Theorem 1.1

and expression (2.28)]
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Theorem 8.11. With \q\ < 1 and \q\ < Y[4i=¡ \cí\2 , we have

£
yi,y2,y3=-o°

yi+y2+y3=o

,yi+3y:
1 _ qU}+y3-u,-yi \

1 _ quj-ui     J

I — q"í+y¡-u2-y2\   / 1 _ qu-s+y-i-u2-y2\   / j _ ^«i+y.

1 — ̂ r"i—"2

(8.12)

1 _ ^«3+y3 \  /1 _ q-u2-y2

1 - <7"3-«2     y V   1 - <7"'

4     3

1 - q"i   J V   1 - q-"2   ) iiji [Qc7xqu'\nn
[ciqu>]

y¡

y,

[QÍL9 ne;
-i

1=1 Jool<'<7<4

n   [q(CiCj) ']co    n    [q(ciCjCk) Me
\<i<j<k<4

1=1

~2
n^r'ioo n ntcrV^wcrV-^ic

oo'=l 1=17=1

n^i+"j]oo[^i_M;]co n [<7i+"]oo,
7=1

w«t?r.? Wi + w2 + «3 = 0.

l<7,/c<3

7¥*

For ô £ A satisfying condition (8.10), let c, -= a, and qUi = y, for 1 < /' < 3
in formula (8.12). We then obtain

(8.13)

where

S S = T

Uaj
Li=l

ft[û']oo
co '=1 _

4

Uai
U=l

n [öia^co   n   [û/û7afc]oo
co 1<'<7<4 !</<><fc<4

Ta

[q\La f ft ai■ )     n     ffia/fly)      n      o(a¡ajak)
\7=1      /   l<i<7<4 l<i<7<fc<4

(8.14)

ff(n«?)ñffte)
\¡=i / i=i

n    °i7il7j) ft ̂ M?,-1)
1<',7'<3 7 = 1

_     'Y;_

ft ft 'a(aiyj)a(ai7-1)
¡=17=1

and where cr(c) and \ ' are defined as in (6.18), (7.9), and (7.11).

As a consequence of equations (8.6), (8.9), (8.13), and (8.14), the proof of

identity (8.2) is reduced proving the following identity:

(8.15) Y^TS = I2[q]-J,
where the sum is over all ô £ A satisfying (8.10).

As in §§6 and 7, we set U(ai, a2, a$, a») = Yl T¡ with the sum over ô £ A

satisfying (8.10). As before, choose some k,   1 < k < 4, and fix the variables
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a, for i ^ k. Setting ak = e"k, then U(eak) = U(ai, ... , aA) is an elliptic

function of the variable ak £C with periods logg and 2ni. Again this can be

verified for each Tg in the sum £ Tg ■ We will show that U(eak) has at most

three possible poles, which are simple, in each period parallelogram. A closer

examination of the residue at each of these three possible poles shows that,
up to a factor the residues are elliptic functions involving the other variables
a¡, i ^ k . We will show that these elliptic functions have no poles in a period

parallelogram. Hence these elliptic functions are constant. A simple evaluation

will then show that they are identically zero. Consequently, since the residues

of the possible poles of the original function U(e"k) vanish, then U(eak) must

also be constant. It follows that U(ai, ... , a¿) is constant in all variables
ax, ... , a4. This constant will then be found by a special evaluation.

Let us begin by considering the possible poles of U(eak). They are simple

and there are translates of the following types in each period parallelogram:

(1) ITi.i«/ = ±ff* or -1,
(2) a¡aZx -I for i ^ k,

(3) üiüja^1 = 1 for i,j and k mutually distinct,

(4) üia~xak = 1 for /', j and k mutually distinct.

The poles of type (1) will be examined later. For the poles of types (2), (3)

and (4), we will define an involution ô —> ô' on the set of ô £ A satisfying

(8.10) such that the residues with respect to the variable eak = ak of Tg and

Tgi will cancel. If S = (Si, S2, ¿3) and ô' = (ô[, 5'2, S^) with S¡ = (y,, er,-)
and ô\ = (y;', er,') for /' = 1,2,3, then will have o[ = o'2 = o'^ = 1 and

Í7Í, 72, 73} = {7i, 72, 73} at the pole ak = c. If (1 - (c/ak))~x is a factor

of Tg , then (1 - (ak/c))~x will be a factor of Tg, and vice versa. It will then

follow that the residues of Tg and Tg' at a¡ = c will cancel.

Suppose a¡a^x = 1 with i ^ k . Then we define the involution ô —► ô' as fol-

lows: If both a¡,ak£ {71, 72,7XX, 721} or both a¡,ak <£ {71, y2, y2x, y2x},

then set ô' = S . In these cases the residue of Tg at ak = a¡ (with respect to the

variable eak — ak) is zero. If only one of the pair a¡, ak G {yi, y2, yxx, y^1} ,

then simply interchange a¡ and ak, leaving o[ = a'2 = 1. For example, if

7i = ak and y2 = ajx with j ^ i, then define y¡ = a¡ and y2 = ajx for

ô' = (ô[, ô'2, ¿3) with ô' = (7¡, a¡), 1 < / < 3 . Clearly there is a one-to-one
correspondence between such S and ô'. The residue of Tg and Tg! at ak = a,

with respect to the variable ak cancel. It follows that U(eak) = ^2Tg has no

poles when ak — a¡.

Suppose a¡aja^x = 1 for i, j, and k mutually distinct. Then we define an

involution S -> S' as follows: Let D = {a,a;, (a,-a;-)_1, a¡aZl, ajüZx, a~xak ,

ajxak} . Suppose y3 f D, then define ô = ô'. In this case the residue of Tg

at ak - üíüj (with respect to the variable eak - ak) is zero. If 7^ £ D, then

we will define ô' = (ô[, ô2, ô'3) with ô\ = (7¡, o¡), 1 < / < 3, in a case-by-case

fashion. In each case set a\ = o'2 = a'^ = 1 and y'3 = (y'.y2)_1. If 73 = a¿üj,

then define yj = 7X and y2 = ak . If y3 = (a,-a7-)-1, then define y'x = a^x and

y2 = y2» If y3 = a¡a^x then define yj = y- = a~x and y2 = a~x. Similarly

if y3 = üjü^x , then define yj = 7X = ajx and 72 = aTx. If y3 = a~lak , then

define y'. = a¡ and y'2 = y2 = a¡. Similarly if y^ = a~xak, then define y[ — a¡
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and y2 = y2 = a¡. One now verifies that there is one-to-one correspondence

between such ô and ô' and that the residues of Tg and Tg! at ak = a¡üj with

respect to the variable ak cancel. It follows that U(eak) -¿~2TS has no poles

when ak = a¡aj.

Now suppose a¡ajxak = 1 for i,j and k mutually distinct. We define

the involution ô -» ô' as follows: Let E = {a¡a~x, a~xaj, a¡ak, (a¡ak)~l,

ajlak, ajüZ1} ■ Suppose y?, £ E, then define ô' = S . In this case the residue

of Tg and ak = a~xaj with respect to the variable ak is zero. If y3 G E, then

we will define 5' in a case-by-case fashion. In each case set er,' = a'2 = O3 = 1

and y3 = (yjyj)"1. If y3 = a¡ajx, then define y', = a~x and y'2 = y2 = a7x. If

y3 = a~xüj, then define y'x — ak and y2 = y2 - a¡. If 73 = a¡ak , then define

yj = 7i and y2 = a¡. If y3 = a~xa7x, then define y\ = a"1 and y'2 = y2. If

73 = ajxak, then define y', = y> = ajx. If y3 = a¡a7', then define yj = a, and

72 = 72 = ak . As above, one verifies that there is a one-to-one correspondence

between such ô and 5' and that the residues of Tg and Tgi at a¿. = a~xa¡

with respect to the variable ak cancel. It follows that U(eak) = Y,Tg has no

poles when ak = a~xa¡. Therefore the elliptic function U(eak) has no poles

of types (2), (3) and (4).

Finally, we consider the possible of type (1) where nf=i a¡ = ±q¿ or -1.

For example, let us suppose that ak = qi n1=i -¡¿k aTl • ^0T eac^ S £ A

satisfying condition (5.10), let Res(7¿) be the residue of Tg with respect to

the variable ak at the pole ak = q^ n1=i -,-^jt a~x. Now choose any variable

a¡, l t¿ k, and fix the other variables a, for i ^ I, k. Set a¡ — e"1 with

a¡ £ C. Then the function Rg(ea>) = Rg(a¡) = (UL\;i^kad • Res(r¿) is an

elliptic function in a¡ with periods log^ and 2ni.

Consider the function V(ea>) - YáRg(ea'), where the sum is over all ô £ A

satisfying condition (8.10). The possible poles of V(ea') = V(a¡) in the variable

a¡ are essentially the same as those of types (2), (3), and (4) of the function
U(a¡) = U(ea'). In other words, in each period parallelogram, the possible

poles of V(ea') are translates of the following types:

(i)   a¡a7x = 1 for /' ̂  /,

(ii)   a¡aja7x = 1 for /', j, and / mutually distinct,

(iii)   aja~xa¡ = 1 for /', j, and / mutually distinct,

where we also permit k = i or j. Note that after the substitution ak =

qi nt=i : uk ai_1 tne possible poles of types (i), (ii), and (iii) are all distinct and

simple. The proof that the sum of the residues of £ Tg = U(ak) vanish at

the poles of types (2), (3), and (4) goes over with essentially no change (except

with the variable a¡ in place of ak) to show that the sum of the residues of

¿^Rg = V(a¡) vanish at the poles of types (i), (ii), and (iii).

To evaluate the constant V (as a function of all the variables a¡, i ^ k), set

lli=\iftki a> = 1 where we assume that the set {a,, a¡, q} is algebraically inde-

pendent over the rational numbers for some pair 1, j with i, j ^ k and i ^ j.

One now checks that in each Rg only the factors a(a\) and o(X]í¡=iXi^kad

vanish. Hence each Rg has two zeroes in the numerator and at most open zero
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in the denominator. It follows that J2 Rs = v is zero. Therefore the function

U(ak) has no pole at ak = q? nt=i M a~l ■

An entirely similar argument also shows that U(ak) has no poles at ak =

-9^ltí=V;i^karl and ak = - IlUi;¡¿ka7l • It follows that U(eak) has no
poles of type (1) and therefore no poles at all. Since U(eak) is an elliptic func-

tion, it must be constant in the variable ak (or ak). Hence U(ai, a2, a3, a4)

is constant in all the variables a<, ... , a4 .

To evaluate the constant U(ai, ... , a4), we set «i = -1 and a2 = qï

with a3 and a4 independent). One then checks that in the sum ^Tg =

U(ai, ... , a4) all terms Tg vanish except where

(8.16) y3 G {ai, a2, (axa2)~x, axxa2, a{a2x},

with notation as above. For the ô £ A satisfying conditions (8.10) and (18.6),

one checks that the values of Tg are then identical. There are six such ô £ A

satisfying (8.10) and (8.16). After an elementary computation making use of

the identity [c2; q]oo = [c; q]oo[-c; q]oo[cq$ ; <7]oo[-c<7«]co for c G C, we find

that

/Ö1T,                                   T      2[q;q2]200[-q;q]l0i°A/) là =-TTTTTTñ-
[q\q]2oo

for all ô £ A satisfying (8.10) and (8.16). Since [q; q2]oo[-q; q]oo - 1, then
identity (8.17) reduces to

<8-18) T¿ = 777^707-
[q,q]lo

Hence U(ai, ... , a4) = ^Tg = ^[q]2^ . This completes the proof of identity

(8.15). By analytic continuation we may drop the assumptions made at the
beginning of the proof of Theorem 8.1. This completes the proof of Theorem

8.1.

9. Some multidimensional Mellin-Barnes integrals

We will compute the limiting cases as q -* 1 in Theorems 6.1, 7.1, and 8.1.

Theorem 9.1. For n > 2, let a¡, b¡■ £ C with Re(a¡), Re(b¡) > 0 for 1 < i < n.
Then

n

1 /"-°° /■'•«>  i il, r(fl/ " Z;)r(6'' + Zj) dZX dZ2'" dZ"-X

(2ni)"~x J_ioo" J_ioo~ n    r(z,-z,-)
l<i,7<n

(9-2) n n ifti

mr(j:a,)r(tb¡) ft nm + bj)
\,=1    /     \,=1    / ij=l

r[Z(a, + bd

where J^"_, z, = 0 and the contours of integration are the imaginary axis.

Theorem 9.3. For « > 1, let a, £ C for I < i < 2n + 2. Assume that the
pairwise sums of {ax, a2, ... , a2n+2} as a multiset (i.e. both 2a¡ and a¡ + a¡
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are considered among the sums) do not belong to the set {0, -1, -2,...} . Then

/loo ,»ioo

ico »/—loo        11

2n+2   n

n   n !>,- + Zj)T(ai - zj)
1=1   7 = 1

(9.4)

(27ri)» y_)00 • • ' J_ioo     n    T(z, + Zj)Y(-Zi - Zj)T{zi - Zj)r(zi - zj)
l<i<7<n

• —n-dzi dz2---dzn

n r(2z;)r(-2zJ)
7=1

«!2«       n       r(fl/ + aj)
!<'<7'<2n+2

/2n+2     \

r(s*)
where the contours of integration are deformed so as to separate the sequence of

poles going to the right {a,■ + k | 1 < /' < 2« + 2}, k = 0, 1,2,...} from the
sequences of poles going to the left {-a¡ -k \ I < i <2n + 2, k = 0, 1, 2,...}.

Theorem 9.5. Let a¡ £ C and Re(a,) > 0 for 1 < /' < 4. 77z<?«

n II Hü/ + Zj)T(ai - Zj)
1 /»lOO        /»lOO •_ 1    •     I

TTV- Í      I     -l'~LZ-3-dzxdz2
( ni)  J_looj_ioo     n    r(z. _ z.} n r(2 .)r(_zy)

1<',7<3 7 = 1

(9.6) W

12rf¿a,)     n    na.+aj)      T[      T(ai + a¡ + ak)
\i=l      /  Ki<7<4 l<i<7</:<4

f2¿a/)ft\  i=i    / i=iT{at)
i

where zx + z2 + Z3 = 0 and the contours of integration are the imaginary axis.

Proofs of Theorems 9.1, 9.3, and 9.5. The proof of these limiting cases is similar

to the proof of Theorem 5.1 in §5. One begins by making assumptions on the

parameters analogous to those made in the proof of Theorem 6.1, 7.1, and

8.1. Then one obtains ordinary hypergeometric series (very-well-posed on the

various Lie algebras [22]) expansions of the Mellin-Barnes integrals in place of

the corresponding basic hypergeometric series expansion used in the proofs of
Theorem 6.1, 7.1, and 8.1. One makes estimates for the integrands similar to

(5.4), which can be used to prove the convergence of the integrals and to show

the integrals equal the corresponding series expansion. For Theorems 9.1 and

9.5, to show the integrals equal the corresponding sum of hypergeometric series,

one needs to prove an analogue of the limit (6.8) and the estimate (6.9). This

can be done by applying Stirling's formula (as in (5.3) and (5.4)) and using

the convergence estimates for the ordinary SU(n) or G2 hypergeometric series
(see [21 and 23]). For Theorems 9.1 and 9.5, the cancellation between the
ordinary series corresponding to the 5,5 (see (6.5) and (6.6)) occurs in exactly

the same way as in the proofs of Theorem 6.1 and 8.1. The remaining series in
all the Theorems 9.1, 9.3, and 9.5 are summable by the corresponding ordinary

(Lie algebra) hypergeometric series summation formulas (see [22]). Finally, the
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limiting cases (q —► 1) of the elliptic function identities (6.19), (7.12), and

(8.15) give trigonometric identities, which are used to combine the terms into
a single quotient of products of gamma functions.

To take the limits of the elliptic functions (or theta functions) one can use
the (/-analogue of the gamma function defined by F. H. Jackson

r ,„v _ [q ; q]oo(i - q)x~x

q{X) -        [qx : A]«

for 0 < q < 1. We have the following limit (see Askey [4] and Gosper [1,

Appendix A]):

lim Tq(x) = F(x).

This completes the proofs of identities (9.2), (9.4), and (9.6) under the as-

sumptions made at the beginning. These assumptions are then dropped by

analytic continuation, completing the proofs of Theorems 9.1, 9.3, and 9.5.

Remark 9.7. Recall the Legendre duplication formula

r(2x) = 7t-ï22x-xr(x)r(x + \).

Using this formula and setting ö2n+2 = \ and then a2n+i = 0 in identity

(9.4), we obtain the following identities associated to 50(2« + 1) and 50(2«)

respectively:

1 /»loo /»ICO

2n+l   n

n  n r(a¿ + Zj)T(ai - zj)
1=1   7 = 1

W J-ioo     »/-loe     n    T(zi + Zj)T(-Zi-Zj)T(zi-Zj)T(zJ-zi)
\<i<j<n

1
n dz\ ■ ■ -dzn

(9.8) n r(z,-)r(-z,o
7=1

2n+l

n   nai+aj) n n{-+ad
n\2"   l<,<7<2n+l 1=1

(An)"
T\x2 +

2n+l        \

¿Ziad)
!=i       /

and

1 f°° f°° ,= 17=1
in)*]-™ "J-ioo n nzi+zj

2n    n

n 11 !>, + Zj)Y(ai - Zj) dzi--- dzn

(2^0" J-ioo     J-ioo     n    Tiz> + zj)Ti~zi - Zj)T(zi - Zj)T(Zj - zd

(9.9)
1<'<7<«

/ 2n      \ 2n

«!2"->r   £ a,        n     Hfl,- + aj) U F(2ad
\i=l      /  \<i<j<2n 1=1

(2|a')

where notation and assumptions in (9.8) and (9.9) are similar to those in identity

(9.4).
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10. THE CORRESPONDING GROUP INTEGRALS

The integrals in Theorems 5.17, 6.1, 7.1, 7.14, 7.16, 8.1, and identities (7.20)
and (7.21) can all be written as integrals over the corresponding compact Lie

groups with respect to the normalized Haar measure. Similarly, the integrals
in §9 and Theorem 5.1 can all be written as integrals over the corresponding

Lie algebra with respect to conjugation invariant measures. We will follow the

exposition given in Macdonald [35].

Let O be a compact connected Lie group, T a maximal torus of G, such

that R is the root system of (G, T). Let B = {ax, ... , a¡} be a basis of R,

which defines a system of positive roots. Let W be the Weyl group of R and

|If | the order of W. For a £ R, let ea be the corresponding character of T.

For t £ T, define |A(í)|2 = YlaeRÍl-eait)) • Then Weyl's integration formula

[47] states

(10.1) jj(x)dx = ^jT\A(t)\2f(t) dt

for any continuous class function / and G, where dx and dt are normalized

Haar measures (/G dx = JT dt = 1).
Let 7tx be any representation of G acting on the space V(X) over C with

highest weight X. Let n(X) denote the set of weights occurring in V(k) (corre-

sponding to characters eß of T, p. £ 7i(X)). Let M¿(p) denote the multiplicity

of the weight p in V(X). Let n* be the representation contragredient to n

and Ad be the adjoint representation of G.

Let r, S be nonnegative integers and a,, b¡ £ C for 1 < /' < r and I < j <

s. Assume that \a¡\, \bj\ < 1 for all /' and j. Consider the following integral:

n det(l -qkAdx)

(10.2) /-*=!-vdt,
Jg °°        I r s \

n det    nU - Qkamx(x)) T\ (1 - qkbj7t¡(x))
/t=0 \i=l 7 = 1 /

where 1 represents the identity map and dx is the normalized Haar measure on

G. Using Weyl's integration formula (10.1), we can rewrite the integral (10.2)

as

r„i/ n [eait)]c
(103) [9]oo f-^R_dt
[ ' \W\Jt (r s \mM

/.€*«  I /=! 7=1

where dt is the normalized Haar measure on T.
We now list the group integrals corresponding to the previous integral theo-

rems.
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Theorem 10.4. Let notation be as above.

(a) For n > 2, let o - Ttx be the natural n-dimensional representation of

SU(n), where X — Xi is the first fundamental weight [17, Appendix]. Then we

have (cf. Theorem 6.1)

I
n det(l -qkAdx)

k=l dx

(10.5)

su^ n l\[det[(l - qkal(j(x))(l - qkbiO*(x))]
k=Oi=l

Uiatbd
i=i

Uat
.1=1 Li=l

n [a¡bj]c
',7=1

where a* is the contragredient of o .
(b) For n > I, let a = Ttx be the natural 2n-dimensional representation of

Sp(n), where X = Xx is the first fundamental weight [17, Appendix]. Then we

have (cf. Theorem 7.1)

(10.6)

n det(l -qkAdx)
2n+2

n a«
1=1

Jsp(n) Ä 2nA2^t/x    nkn „,,» ~~ [aiüjU 'n   n det(l -qka¡a(x)) i<í<j<2h+2
k=0 i=l

(c) For n > I, let o - Tix be the natural (2« + l)-dimensional representation

of 50(2« +1), where X = Xx is the first fundamental weight [17, Appendix].
Then we have (cf. Theorem 7.14)

(10.7) L
1 det(l -qkAdx)

fc=i

50(2n+D n2nldet(i-<rww)
k=0  1=1

dx

2n-l

q n a/
1=1

2n-l

n   [u/u;]« n k2]c
l<'<7<2n-l i=l

IF/'/« assumptions and notation as in (10.7), we also have (cf. identity (7.20)).

2n+l

dx
TO

8)   /J50(2n+1

1 +
2n+l     \

n aA
1=1     /

2n+l

SO(2n+X) 2J+'det(1 _a.a{x)) n (1 _ûifly)-ji (1 _fl2)
1=1 l<i<7<2n+l i=l

(d) For n > I, let o = Ttx be the natural 2n-dimensional representation

of 50(2«), where X = Xx is the first fundamental weight. Then we have (cf.

Theorem 7.16)

(10•9)     /
JS0(2n

H det(l -qkAdx)
k=\

,   oo 2n—2

(   ' Il   II det(l-qkaio(x))
k=0 i=l

dx

2n-2

q n a/
1=1 PC

2n-2

n   [û/^-ioo n [û/]=
l<'<7<2n-2 i=l
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With assumptions and notation as in (10.9), we also have (cf. identity (7.21)):

(l+s*)
(10.10) /       T,JsO(2n) fr

dx
In

n det( 1 - aiO(x)) \[     ( 1 - cuaf) \\(l - a2)
¡=1 l<'<7<2n ¡=1

(e) Let G2 be a compact connected real form of G2 and let a = 7ix be

the irreducible 1-dimensional representation of G2, where X = Xx is the first
fundamental weight. Then we have (cf. Theorem 8.1)

L
\[det(l-qkAdx)

M-dx

(10.11)

Gl II \[det(l-qkaiO(x))
fc=0i=l

Ua2
¡=i

4

¡=i
n [ûiûjioo   n   [a/a;0*]»

oo 1<'<7<4 l<i<j<k<4

(f) For n > I, let a — Ttx be the natural n-dimensional representation of

U(n). Then we have (cf. Theorem 5.17)

(10.12)
/Ju(n)

dx
n+l

T[ det[(l - aitj(x))(l - bio(x))]
i=i

n+l \

1 - n atbi
1=1       /

n+l

n (l-aibj)
',7 = 1

The integrals in §9 and Theorem 5.12 may also be written as integrals over

the corresponding Lie algebras. We first need to define a matrix argument gen-

eralization of the classical gamma function. This definition is probably not new

(e.g. see [26]). Let X be any « x « complex matrix and let I represent the
« x « identity matrix. Then define

(10.13) T(I + X) = \{
k=\

k+lVT{X)At K
-i

where tr(X) is the trace of X. If X is a complex number (i.e. a lxl ma-

trix), then definition (10.13) reduces to the classical definition. Also if X is

conjugate (i.e.  X = AYA~l) to a diagonal matrix  Y with diagonal entries

(yi, y2, • • •, y«), then r(/ + x) = n-=1 m + yt).
We have a Lie algebra analogue of Weyl's integration formula (see [35 and

22]). Let g be the Lie algebra associated to the compact Lie group G. Let

/ be a Cartan subalgebra of g and / a G-invariant function on g. Let dÇ

and dx be suitably normalized Lebesgue measures. If \p(t)\2 = na€7?la(T)l
for t G t, then we have

(10.14) j m)d^^jm\p(x)\2dz.

We use the same notation as above, except that %x is a finite dimensional

representation of the Lie algebra g and n\ is the contragredient representation.
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The representation ad is the adjoint representation of g. Similarly to the above,

let r and 5 be nonnegative integers and a¡, b}■ £ C for I < i < r and 1 <

j < s . Assume that Re(a,-) and Re(bj) > 0 for all i and j, and consider the

following integral:

f[r(ail + nx(t)) ñnbjl + n*x(Z))di

(10 15) /—_J—_1        ' Jg r(/ + adi)

where I is the identity map and dÇ is a suitably normalized Lebesgue measure

on g . Using the integration formula (8.14), we can rewrite the integral (8.15)

as

Unal + p(z))tlT(bj-p(x))\
1=1 7=1 J1       Í fi6n(

W\l,~ n r(a(T))
aeR

dx

where dx is a suitable normalized measure on the Cartan subalgebra /.

We now list the Lie algebra integrals corresponding to some of the previous

theorems.

Theorem 8.16. Let notation be as above.

(a) For « > 1, let a be the natural n-dimensional representation of u(n),

the Lie algebra of skew-hermitian matrices. Then we have (cf. Theorem 5.1)

n+l n+l

n{r(û// + ff(i))r(6// + «x*(i))} n nui + bj)
1=1 >c ',7 = 1

:10-17)     / —-r/r, .»-dt =Mn) r(/ + ad^) n+

r
n+l \

E (ai + bd)
i=i /

(b) If « > 2, let a be the natural n-dimensional representation of su(n), the

Lie algebra of skew-hermitian matrices with trace 0. Then we have (cf. Theorem
9.1)

L
10.18)

f[{T(aiI + o(0)T(biI + a*(m

r(/ + adi) rfi

tat)r(ib,)   ft nat + bj)
,= 1     /       \,=1     / ,,7=1

r(t{at + b,)\

(c) For n>l,letobe the natural 2n-dimensional representation of sp(n),
the Lie algebra of the compact group Sp(n). Then (cf. Theorem 9.3)

2n+2

n r(fl//+(7(0)        n   nai+uj)
1 ,_        l<i<7<2n+2

<10-") L% + adO      di= ,-!n+2     \

i=i     /
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(d) For « > 2, let o be the natural n-dimensional representation of the Lie

algebra of skew-symmetric real matrices, where n can be even or odd. Then (cf.

identities (9.8) and (9.9))

/.

ftlW + <x(f))
dt

;io.20)

;„(„)   r(/ + ad{)

rÍEfl«)     n    T(ai + aj)Y[T(2ad
\i=l      /  !<¡<7<n 7=1

Ti2ha)

(e) Let o be the 1-dimensional irreducible representation of the Lie algebra

g2 associated to the compact Lie group G2. Then (cf. Theorem 9.5)

nrw+<r(i))
4  r(/ + ad(i))  di

(10.21) rf¿a«)     n    T{a¡ + aj)      H      T(at + aj + ak)
\i=\     J Ki<j<n Ki<j<k<4

T    2■£a)
1=1   /

Remark 10.22. We can tie together Theorems 10.4 and 10.16 in the following
way: First we define a generalization of the ij-gamma function (see [5]). For q

real, 0 < q < I, X an «x« complex matrix, let qx — e^°iq ) - exl°69 and

define

r(Y,_[q]UL7jy^l
1 Q\A ) - ~5¿-

H det(7 - qkqx)
k=0

W. Gosper's proof [1] in one dimensional can be generalized to show that

lim rq(I + X) = T(I + X).
q-*i-

Also the map X —> qx gives a (noninjective) map between the Lie algebra g

and the Lie group O (as a group of matrices). We can rewrite the identities
(10.5), (10.6), and (10.11) of Theorem 10.4 in terms of 17-gamma functions.

For example if we replace a¡, bj by qa> and qb>, then identity (10.5) can be

rewritten as

j f[Tq(aiI + o(X))Tq(biI + o*(X))du

(1-4)"2-' Jsu(n) ~ Tq(I + adX)

ríf¿fl/)ríf¿&í) ft rq(ai + bj)
\i=i  /    \i=i  /1,7=1

(10.23)

r, (tiat + bd)
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with notation as in Theorem 6.16 where u = qx with X G su(n) and where

du is the normalized Haar measure on Su(n). At least formally, the limit as

q -+ I" of identity (10.23) is identity (10.18).
For the Lie groups G = Sp(n) and Gi there are, identities similar to (10.23)

which correspond to the identities (10.6) and (10.11). The factor in front of the

integral is (1 -q)~àim8 where dim g is the (real) dimension of the Lie algebra

g (or the Lie group G). Again, the formal limit of these identities as q —> 1~
will be the identities (10.19) and (10.21) respectively.

11. Some related integrals

We will use the Weyl denominator formula [27, p. 138] to prove some inte-
gral identities which are equivalent to the identities (5.18), (6.2), (7.2), (7.15),

(7.17), (7.20), (7.21), and (8.2). The main argument here follows Macdonald

[35].
With notation as in § 10, consider the following form of the Weyl denominator

formula:

(11.1) 2—t   11 M  _ p-Wa) Z-/     rr
UGW a>0 V ;        WGW   U

ewp

w€W a>0 wew nie2 -e^~)
a>0

=  1

where p - ^„>oa- Using identity (11.1), we multiply the integrands on the
left-hand side of identities (5.18), (6.2), (7.2), (7.15), (7.17), (7.20), (7.21), and
(8.2) by the sum

J2l[(l-e-wa(t))-x
weW a>0

for the appropriate root system R and the corresponding Weyl group W, and
when t £ T is written in terms of the variables z\,..., zn.

For example, consider the identity (2.2). We find

(2n i)n-\   £ j

' w€S„JC

n      [Zw(i)Zw(j)]oo[q Zw(j)Zw^]oo
l<i<7<n dzi dzi      dzn-i

n [fl/z- x]oo[biZj]c
',7=1

Z\    z2 Zn-\

n\ \~[(aibd
L/=l

[q]
n-l n«ii=i lib,

Li=l
n [aibj]c

1,7=1

where z- • • • zn = 1 and Sn is the symmetric group on « letters. Observe

that the Haar measure (2ni)x~n(ziZi--- zn-i)~x dzi---dzn~i on T is invari-

ant under permutations of the variables z- , ... , z„ . Similarly the product

n¿I,7=i[fl.z71]°0^,z-']°0 l% invariant under permutations of the variables z¡.
Hence for w £ S„ , we find that
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/Je-

ll    [zW(i)ZwU)]oo[qzW(j)Zw{i)]c
\<i<j<n dzi      dzn_i

Il [atz, x]oo[biZj]c
',7=1

Z\ Zn-\

-L

=1,

n      [Zw(i)Zw(j)]oo[qZw(j)Zw(i)]oo   ,
\<i<j<n w(\)

ÍÍ [aizwxu)]oo[bizw{j)]
',7=1

(7)Joo
zw(l)

n    [ZiZj x]oo[qzjzi ^
l<i<7<n dZi dZn-i

ft   [fl/Z.-'looIÔ/Zyloo Zl Z/!_1
',7=1

dzW(n-i)

Zw(n-l)

We therefore obtain the following

Theorem 11.2. With notations and assumptions as in Theorem 6.1, we have

n    [ziZjx]oo[qzjz7x]c

(11.3)

(2

1 / !<'<7<n

KO"-1 7c»-' " "ft"

¿Zi       i/z„_i

n [qiZj ]oo[biZj]c
',7=1

n(u«*«:
¡=i

Zl

[Q]
n-\
oo

i=i

n

n^ii=i n [ahí
oo',7=1

^n-1

w//(?ri?  Zi • • • Z„ = 1 .

By a similar argument we also obtain

Theorem 11.4. With assumptions and notation as in the corresponding previous

identities, we have

(a) (cf. identity (7.2))

(11.5)

(2

1 f    \<i<j<n

ñfj"   JCn

n    [zizj]00[qzi xZj x]oo[ziZj x]oo[qZi xzj]c

2n+2   n

Il  U[aiZj]oo[aiZjX]c

J[z2]oo[qzj2]

¡=1  7=1

_2    dzi      dzn

7 = 1
Z\

2n+2

n a.-
i=i

Mio n [û/ûyloo '
l<i'<7<2n+2
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(b) (cf. identity (7.15))

n    [ZiZj]0o[qz7lz~x]00[zizJx]0o[qz7xZj]oo
1 f     l<l<7<n_

(2ni)" Jc, 2n-l   n

n niûi^-iooiftz? i«
1=1   7 = 1

(11.6) h^^t^~-~
7=1

2n-l

q n û/
1=1

Z\

2n-l

n [a/]«,
oo   '=1_

2n-l

[q]"oo II [a«fly]oo    n  [ûfloo
!<'<7<2n-l i'=l

(c) (cf. identity (7.17))

FI      Ui^oofiZ-'z-'joolZ/Z-'joo^Z-'z^oo
1 f     l<i<7<n_

(2ni)» Jc„

(11.7)

2n-2   n

n   U[aiZj]oo[aiZ.,'J«,
1=1   7 = 1

rfzi      í/z„
Zi z„

2n-2

1=1

[q]"™   n   [a/fljioo n K2]œ
!<'<7<2n-2

(d) (cf. identity (7.20))

¡=i

(2

n (î-z^xi-ziz-^fta-z,-)
1 y      !<'<7<n 7=1

^/)2 7C„

(11.8)

2n+l   n

n n o-«i*/)(i-«O
1=1  7=1

2n+l

i + n û'i=i

¿Zj       dz„

Zl ^n

n   (î-a^o'na+û/)
l<'<7<2n+l i'=l

(e) (cf. identity (7.21))

n    (l-z^Kl-Z/zT1)
1 /     !<'<7<n ÖZi        dz„

(27li)n Jc„        2n
IKi-fl/^Ki-fl^"1)

t>   zl

(11.9)
1=1

1 +
2n      \

Ilfl«
1=1     /

2«

n     (l-aiaj)Y\(l-a2)
!<'<7<2n 1=1
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(f) (cf. identity (8.2))

r^T-h   r„,.„-h   r,.,-h   r„,.,
•1    Joo[Z3Zt ']oo[gZlZ3 'jooUl^ X]oo[qZ2Zi l]c

(2^1)2 7c2 AÂr.î*0a 7c:
n n[û/^]oo[fl/z,■ i»
1=17=1

[Z3^2 1]oo[«?Z2Z3 'lootZllookZi l]oo[Zî]oo[qZi ']co

:n-io) -[^u^i
°n  z2

Uaj
Li=l

4

n [a/]»
1=1

w«(?r(? Z1Z2Z3 = 1.

(g) (cf. identity (5.IS))

2 Hat
1=1

n [û/û7']oo   n   [û/flyfljfcic
00 1<'<7<4 l<i<7</c<4

n (i-ziz-1)
l<i<7<n <3Zl £ÎZ„

—  /
(27tÍ)» JCn »+1  £/< --lwi        1.  -  x    Z'

(11.Il)

n no-û/zj'xi-*.■*;)
1=17=1

n+l \

- n û.-*7
1=1   /

n+l

n (i-flA)
1,7=1

Remark 11.12. The right-hand sides of the limiting cases (17-+ 1~) of identities
(11.3), (11.5)—(11.7), and (11.10) all vanish by a simple symmetry argument.
Also, by the method above we can find identities related to (1.8), (1.10), (1.12),
(1.15), and the specialization of (1.10) corresponding to the Lie algebras of

types Bn and Dn.
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